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The bifurcation nature of the electrostatic structure is studied in the toroidal helical plasma of the
Compact Helical System~CHS! @K. Matsuoka et al., Proceedings of the 12th International
Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled Nuclear Fusion Research, Nice, 1988~International
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1989!, Vol. 2, p. 411#. Observation of bifurcation-related
phenomena is introduced, such as characteristic patterns of discrete potential profiles, and various
patterns of self-sustained oscillations termedelectric pulsation. Some patterns of the electrostatic
structure are found to be quite important for fusion application owing to their association with
transport barrier formation. It is confirmed, as is shown in several tokamak experiments, that the
thermal transport barrier is linked with electrostatic structure through the radial electric field shear
that can reduce the fluctuation resulting in anomalous transport. This article describes in detail
spatio-temporal evolution during self-sustained oscillation, together with correlation between the
radial electric field and other plasma parameters. An experimental survey to find dependence of the
temporal and spatial patterns on plasma parameters is performed in order to understand
systematically the bifurcation property of the toroidal helical plasma. The experimental results are
compared with the neoclassical bifurcation property that is believed to explain the observed
bifurcation property of the CHS plasmas. The present results show that the electrostatic property
plays an essential role in the structural formation of toroidal helical plasmas, and demonstrate that
toroidal plasma is an open system with a strong nonlinearity to provide a new attractive problem to
be studied. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~00!04310-X#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma is a matter of non-thermoequilibrium with stro
nonlinearity. Its structural formation could be one of t
most attractive issues as a general physics subject,1 similar to
dissipative structures, such as the Be´rnard cell, Belouzov-
Zhabotinskii~BZ! reaction and so on. A bifurcation proper
of toroidal plasmas is recognized for the first time in t
Axisymmentrical Divertor Experiment~ASDEX! tokamak.2

There the plasma suddenly changes from so-called L-m
into H-mode as the auxiliary heating power is increased. T
H- and L-modes are characterized by high and low plas
confinement, respectively, or the H-mode is equivalent to
formation of edge transport barrier associated with supp
sion of fluctuation-driven transport.3,4 This discovery is im-
portant in terms of fusion application, as well as phys
interest, since this could give a more economical way
achieve a high plasma performance.

A predominant working hypothesis to explain this spo
taneous change of plasma property is based on bifurcatio
the radial electric field or plasma rotation velocity.5–7 The
structure change of the radial electric field was actually c
firmed with spectroscopic measurements in Doublet III
~DIII-D ! and JFT-2M tokamaks.8–10 Then, another importan

a!Also at RIAM, Kyushu University, Kasuga, 816-8580 Japan.
4151070-664X/2000/7(10)/4152/32/$17.00
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issue to address is how the structure of the radial elec
field is related to plasma transport.11–15 A number of theo-
retical and experimental works have been devoted to cla
cation of the relationship between transport and the struc
of radial electric field. In the Continuous Current Tokam
~CCT! and Tokamak Experiment for Technically Oriente
Research~TEXTOR!,16,17 the radial electric field generate
with a biasing electrode at the plasma edge successfully
ducedforced H-mode transitions. The impact of the radi
electric field on transport began to become widely notice

Following confirmation of the edge transport barrier
other tokamak experiments, similar improved confinem
regimes were also found in two toroidal helical plasmas,
Wendelstein7-AS and Compact Helical System~CHS!.18,19

Before these findings, bifurcation of the radial electric fie
had been expected in toroidal helical plasmas by a neoc
sical theory including helical ripple diffusion.20–22 In con-
trast to tokamaks, the neoclassical theory had predicted
the absolute value of the radial electric field affected
transport in toroidal helical plasmas. The radial electric fie
therefore, had been a primary physical quantity in toroi
helical plasmas, even without the discovery of the H-mo
At present, the radial electric field of the interior is receiv
attention as a key to determine the global property of toroi
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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plasmas, including both tokamaks and toroidal helical pl
mas.

In this situation, the dynamics and statics of the rad
electric field were investigated in the interior of the CH
heliotron/torsatron.23 After the charge exchange recombin
tion spectroscopy~CXRS! was used to measure the intern
radial electric field,24 advanced measurements were p
formed using a heavy ion beam probe~HIBP!.25,26 The high
spatio-temporal resolution of the HIBP was sufficient to
veal the bifurcation nature of the radial electric field.27 The
stationary potential profile showed characteristic pattern
be classified into five categories. Quite intriguing dynam
of potential, or transition between discrete patterns, has b
observed in the electron cyclotron resonance hea
~ECRH! plasmas. It is worth noting that successive tran
tions between the discrete patterns of profiles have b
discovered.28

Various spatial and temporal patterns emerging in C
plasmas should provide evidence that the toroidal hel
plasmas are a medium showing an interesting bifurca
property. Some of the patterns are quite important for fus
application owing to its association with formation of tran
port barrier. Among new achievements of internal transp
barriers in tokamaks,29–34 the internal transport barrier fo
electron thermal energy is confirmed for the first time in t
CHS as the toroidal helical plasmas. The internal transp
barrier is associated with the bifurcation nature of the rad
electric field.35

The purpose of this paper is to describe bifurcation,
lated phenomena observed in the CHS plasmas, and to g
systematic understanding of the phenomena. In Sec. II
introduce the experimental apparatus and peculiarity of
magnetic field configuration of toroidal helical devices.
Secs. III and IV we describe the bifurcation nature seen
spatial and temporal patterns of potential. Section V sho
the correlation of the radial electric field with other plasm
parameters during pulsation. Details of the potential evo
tion are deduced using the correlated signal as a referenc
Sec. VI we deal with the formation of the thermal transp
barrier for electrons. Experimental observations are p
sented about the radial electric field structure and its effe
on turbulence around the transport barrier. In Sec. VII
discuss the dependence of bifurcation patterns on the
averaged density and the power of ECR~electron cyclotron
resonance!-heating, together with other aspects, such as
hysteresis of potential profile evolution. Section VIII is d
voted to showing the neoclassical bifurcation diagram
give a unified view to the experimental results. Finally, d
cussion and conclusion are presented in Secs. IX and X

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF CONFIGURATION AND
EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES

A. Particularity of the toroidal helical configuration

The toroidal helical configuration, in contrast to tok
maks, is non-axisymmetrical. Helical inhomogeneity is
herent with its magnetic configuration. A certain amount
particles is trapped in so-called helical ripples, that is, a m
ror field associated with the helical inhomogeneity. The
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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istence of helically trapped particles results in additional c
lisional transport that is not seen in axisymmetrical devic
Collisional transport enhanced by helically ripple trapp
particles becomes outstanding in the low collisional regim

The particle and energy transport in toroidal helical pla
mas is symbolically expressed as36

G~r !5Dn
Neo~X,Er !

]n

]r
1DT

Neo~X,Er !
]T

]r
1Gfluc~X,Er8!, ~1!

Q~r !5xn
Neo~X,Er !

]n

]r
1xT

Neo~X,Er !
]T

]r
1Qfluc~X,Er8!. ~2!

In the neoclassical theory, the collisional part of the diffusi
coefficients ofDn

Neo, DT
Neo, xT

Neo andxT
Neo is strongly depen-

dent on the polarity and the absolute value of the radial e
tric field in toroidal helical plasmas; a positive electric fie
is associated with better transport property than a nega
one.37 Many modern theories expect that the fluctuati
driven parts on the right hand side are also affected by
shear of the radial electric field.11–14

The radial electric field also has a significant effect
the orbits of helically trapped particle with high energy. T
polarity of potential has a strong effect on the loss rate of
high energy particles and their heating efficiency by modi
ing the loss cone structure. In a positive~negative! radial
electric field, the rotational direction due to theE3B drift is
opposite to that of¹B drift for electrons~ions!. If the reso-
nance conditionvE3B1v¹B.0 is satisfied, the toroida
drift remains in their motion. Here,vE3B andv¹B are rota-
tion frequencies ofE3B drift and ¹B drift, respectively.
Then the particles escape from the plasma owing to a la
loss cone.38–40

The radial electric field is determined by maintenance
ambipolarity, or local balance of ion and electron fluxes. T
flux balance equation can be written as

G i~Er ,r ,X!5Ge~Er ,r ,X!, ~3!

where G i and Ge represent ion and electron radial fluxe
respectively, andX represents some other bulk paramete
such as temperature, density, their gradients and so on.
neoclassical particle fluxes enhanced by these helical rip
are essentially non-ambipolar. The neoclassical collisio
fluxes can be the main contributor to determine the rad
electric field.

Equation~3! gives the radial electric field if the therma
quantities are known. The solution of the equation sho
multiple values, or bifurcation nature, in a certain regime
plasma parameters. Two stable branches of the solution
ist, the so-called electron and ion roots, when the plas
parameters satisfy a certain condition. On the other hand
radial electric field affects the thermal quantities by contr
ling the transport expressed in Eqs.~1! and~2!. The situation
is, therefore, highly nonlinear in determination of the tran
port and the radial electric field. Plasma structures are r
ized to satisfy the thermal and the electrostatic constra
simultaneously.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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B. Compact Helical System

The Compact Helical System~CHS! is a toroidal helical
device categorized to Heliotron/Torsatron type.23 The major
and averaged minor radii are 1.0 and 0.2 m, respectiv
The aspect ratio is approximately 5. This value is the low
in the present toroidal helical devices. A capability of highb
equilibrium is, therefore, expected for the CHS; the high
beta of 2% was achieved.41 The CHS has a pair of four-turn
windings of helical coils to generate its essential confinem
field. The magnetic field configuration has a rotational sy
metry of 45 degrees. Four pairs of poloidal coils are provid
to modify the plasma shape and shift the magnetic axis.
maximum strength of the magnetic field is 2 T atpresent.

The CHS has co- and ctr-NBI~neutral beam injection!
systems and three gyrotron systems as heating apparatu
frequency of two of the gyrotrons is 53.2 GHz, and the ot
is 106 GHz. The maximum power of NBI is approximately
MW; the beam energy and the current intensity as hea
systems are 40 keV and 25 A, respectively. Different hea
schemes produce a wide variety of plasmas belonging
quite different regimes in plasma parameters, and allow
to investigate behavior of the plasmas in different regimes
collisionality.

The experiments introduced in this article were all p
formed on the magnetic configuration whose axis is loca
on Rax50.921 cm with its strength of 0.88 T. The config
ration is defined here as the standard configuration. The e
tron cyclotron resonance is exactly on the magnetic a
since the gyrotron frequency is 53.2 GHz. In order to give
idea of the CHS configuration, Fig. 1 shows the safety fac
and the helical ripple coefficient of the standard configu
tion as a function of normalized minor radius. The safe
factor is, in contrast to tokamaks, a monotonically decreas
function toward the edge. The safety factor and the hel
ripple coefficient are expressed asq53.323.8r211.5r4

1••• and eH(r).0.053410.231r210.00231r41••• in a
polynomial series, respectively. The helical ripple coefficie
becomes comparable to the inverse aspect ratio at the pla
periphery.

FIG. 1. Magnetic field parameters of the compact helical system~CHS! in
the standard configuration for the present experiments. The solid and da
lines represent the safety factor and the helical ripple coefficient as a f
tion of normalized minor radius, respectively.
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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C. Heavy ion beam probe

The heavy ion beam probe~HIBP! is a unique method to
investigate the electrostatic structure of the interior in
modern high temperature plasmas.42–47 The CHS device is
equipped with an HIBP whose beam energy is up to 2
keV. The HIBP has a unique feature. In order to manage
complicated beam trajectory in the magnetic field of a tor
dal helical device, an additional beam sweep system is se
front of the energy analyzer, as well as on the accelera
side. This method extends the observable range widely o
almost the whole plasma region.26,48 Figure 2 shows the ob
servation range of the HIBP for the standard configurati
The necessary beam energy is 72 keV for the standard
figuration when a cesium beam is used. The observa
points have different toroidal angles owing to the thre
dimensional magnetic field structure of the helical plasm
The points in the figures are projected onto a poloidal cr
section being traced along the magnetic field line from
actual observation points; the toroidal angles of the ac
observation points are shown in Fig. 2~b!.

In principle, the HIBP has the capability to take simu
taneous measurements of potential, density, magnetic fie49

and their fluctuation simultaneously. The potential can
known from the change of the detected beam energy a
injection. The density profile change can be sensed from
beam intensity, since the beam attenuation is related to
integrated density along the beam orbit. The magnetic fi
change could be inferred from a change of the beam orb

The detected beam intensityI D of the HIBP is expressed
as

I D~r !}Q12~r !exp@2a1~r !2a2~r !#DVs , ~4!

whereQ12(r )([ne^sv&12vB
21) is the local rate of the beam

ionization from singly to doubly charged states,^sv&12vB
21 ,

ed
c-

FIG. 2. Observation range of the heavy ion beam probe~HIBP! for the
standard configuration.~a! The circles are points projected onto a vertical
elongated cross-section of magnetic flux surfaces.~b! The toroidal angle of
the actual observation points. The angle is measured from the vertic
elongated cross-section.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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vB andDVs are the effective cross section, the beam veloc
and the sample volume, respectively. The beam attenua
factor a is defined asa i(r )[* rQidl i , whereQi( i 51,2) is
the total ionization rate from theith charged states to a mor
highly charged state.

The ionization rate is proportional to electron dens
@e.g.,Q12(r )}ne(r )] provided that the electron temperatu
is sufficiently high (;0.1 keV!. In the case that the beam
attenuation factor is sufficiently small and the fluctuation
tegration on the beam orbit is neglected, density fluctua
can be identical with the fluctuation of the bea
intensity.50–52 The constraint for potential measurements
also given by the attenuation. The attenuation of the be
becomes so severe that the signal-to-noise ratio deterio
when the line-averaged density becomes nearlyn̄e.3
31013 cm23.

The HIBP is operated in two manners. The first one is
scan the radial position by sweeping the beam trajectory c
tinuously in order to obtain the potential profile. The tim
evolution of potential can be obtained every few millise
onds at the fastest. The second one is that the beam orb
observation point, is fixed in order to investigate the dyna
ics or fluctuation of plasma. A high temporal resolution up
approximately 500 kHz is attainable by tuning the gain
current-voltage converters.

III. SPATIAL PATTERNS AND TRANSITION IN
POTENTIAL STRUCTURE

A. Patterns of potential profiles in ECR-heating
plasmas

In CHS experiments, ECR-heating plasmas are cha
terized by peaked electron temperature and flat density
files. Electron temperature can reach a few keV at the ce
in the low density regime (ne;0.531013 cm23), while ion
temperature is low (;0.1 keV). The ECR-wave energy i
directly transferred into the electron kinetic energy, then io
are indirectly heated up through collisions with hotter ele
trons. The difference in the operational condition of the lin
averaged density and the heating powerPECRH produces
plasmas with electrons in different collisional regimes. T
resulting potential profile alters according to the operatio
condition. The profile has been empirically classified in
five representative patterns.

Figure 3 shows the patterns in potential profiles of EC
heating plasmas withPECRH5100 kW. The error bars in this
figure represent standard deviation. Negativer in Fig. 3
means that the observation point is located below the m
netic axis. The open and closed circles in Fig. 3 indicate
profiles termed bell and dome, respectively; the line-
averaged densities for bell and dome aren̄e.0.1531013

cm23 and n̄e.0.3531013 cm23, respectively. These profile
patterns are observed in lower density or stronger EC
heating plasmas. In these two profiles a steep change in
dial electric field, or a largeEr-shear, can be seen atr
;0.5 andr;0.25 for bell and dome, respectively.

The open squares represent a rather simple profile,
expressed as a parabolic shape. This pattern is termedhill
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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profile here. The line-averaged density of this case isn̄e

.0.531013 cm23. The pattern shows no difference from
those of bell and dome outside the position where a la
Er-shear exists. The hill profile can be seen in the EC
heating plasmas in a density region where dome and
patterns are observed. The hill pattern turns out, howeve
be uniquely observed as the density becomes higher or h
ing power becomes weaker. As we describe later in de
these three profiles are bifurcated states in low density
gimes.

In contrast to the above-mentioned profiles, the oth
are uniquely observed in a higher density regime. The clo
squares show theMexican hat profile, where the line-
averaged density isn̄e.0.831013cm23. This profile is char-
acterized by positive and negative electric fields around
core and periphery, respectively. The height of the hat
creases with an increase in the line-averaged density. As
density increases further and becomes closer to the de
limit of n̄e.1.231013 cm23, the potential profile gradually
changes from Mexican hat shape into the so-calledwell
shape.

Changes in short length scale of;1 cm are seen in the
radial electric field of bell, dome, and Mexican hat profile
There rather strongEr-shear exists in the core for bell an
dome, and the periphery for Mexican hat profiles. The
plasmas provide an interesting region for study, since
Er-shear could be associated with fluctuation reduction
resulting improved confinement modes. Actually, the form
tion of an internal transport barrier is confirmed for th
plasma with the dome feature~see Sec. VI!. There, the rela-
tion between the fluctuation and theEr-shear is described
with the formation mechanism of the transport barrier. D
pendence of the profile patterns on the line-averaged den
is more systematically described in Sec. VII.

FIG. 3. Five typical shapes of potential profiles in ECR-heating plasm
The ECR-heating power is fixed at 100 kW. The shapes are termed her~a!
bell, ~b! dome,~c! hill, ~d! Mexican hat, and~e! well. The potential shapes
are changed according to the line-averaged density and the ECR-he
power.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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B. Patterns of potential profiles in NBI-heated plasmas

The NBI-heated plasma is characterized by a sim
temperatures of electron and ion. Typically, both tempe
tures are about 0.2–0.3 keV in our experiments with fi
strength of 0.88 T, although high ion temperature mo
have been reported in the low density plasma ofn̄e;0.8
31013 cm23 with field strength of 1.8 T.53 The high energy
beam ions heat electrons more effectively than ions in
NBI-heated plasmas. The profiles of electron temperat
ion temperature and density are close to a parabolic sha

Figure 4 shows representative potential profiles in N
heated plasmas with two different density cases. The o
and closed circles represent the potential profiles forn̄e

FIG. 4. Potential profiles in neutral beam injection~NBI! heated plasmas
The open and closed circles show the potential profiles with the l

averaged electron density ofn̄e50.631013 cm23 and n̄e51.531013 cm23,
respectively. Essentially, the potential profiles in the NBI-heated plas
take the well shape without respect to the density. The increase in de
makes the radial electric field at the periphery more negative, with kee
the radial electric field in the core region almost constant.
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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50.631013 cm23 and n̄e51.531013cm23, respectively.
Both potential profiles take on the well shape. Despite
two times difference in the density, the strength of rad
electric field in the core region is similar. The same tenden
has been already confirmed in the previous CXRS meas
ments in a wider density range.54 As the density increased
the radial electric field showed no significant difference
the core region of the NBI plasmas, while the radial elect
field at the plasma edge became more negative. Co
quently, the NBI plasma exhibits consistently a well shape
potential profile in a wide range of line-averaged density

In the ECR-heating plasma near the density limit, eq
partition time between ion and electron becomes shorter
a result, the ion temperature should have a value clos
electron temperature near the density limit of ECR-heat
plasmas. Then a thermal property similar to that of NB
heated plasmas is realized, and the potential profile of EC
heating plasma shows a well shape near the density.

C. Potential profiles in ECR- and NBI-heated plasmas

Combined heating of ECR1NBI makes the plasmas re
gain the capability to exhibit all sorts of potential profi
patterns in mere ECR-heating plasmas. The combined h
ing plasmas are characterized by high electron tempera
(;1 keV! and lower ion temperature. The difference fro
the ECR-heating plasmas is a higher absolute value of
temperature (;0.3 keV!, since the injected neutral beam e
ergy is directly transferred into ions with collisions. Th
electron collisionarity varies widely according to the lin
averaged density and the ECR-heating power. Potential
file patterns in the combined heating plasmas are consid
to be essentially identical with those of ECR-heating pl
mas.

Two examples are presented to demonstrate the tran
response of the potential due to switching the heating met
and the potential profile in the combined heating phases
the first example, ECR-heating ofPECRH.100 kW is applied
on a target deuterium plasma sustained with NBI-heati
Figure 5~a! shows potential waveforms taken shot by shot

-

s
ity
g

ined
ll shape
FIG. 5. ~a! Time evolution of potentials at three radial points (r50, r50.32 andr50.48) when the ECR-heating is applied to the target plasma susta
with NBI. ~b! Potential profile in the steady state with a combined heating of ECR and NBI. The potential profile exhibits a similar feature to the be
in the ECR-heating plasma.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 6. ~a! Time evolution of potential when the NBI-heating is applied to the target plasmas sustained with ECR-heating.~b! Potential profiles in the later
period of the combined heating phase of ECR and NBI. The potential profile has a characteristic of Mexican hat profile in the ECR-heating pla
dashed lines represent potential profiles in single ECR- or NBI-heating phases. A particular thing to note is that discontinuous changes in central ptential are
observed aroundt555 msec.
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several fixed spatial points. All potentials start to increa
just after ECR-heating is applied. Only the central poten
continues to increase after the other potentials at outer r
stop increasing 6 msec later. After 15 msec more, the pla
relaxes into a stationary state indicated by the arrow in F
5~a!. On the other hand, the line-averaged density begin
decrease after the ECR-heating is turned on, and reach
constant value ofn̄e.0.431013 cm23 in the stationary state
Figure 5~b! shows the potential profile of the stationary sta
taken in the scanning mode in a sequential shot with
identical condition. The potential profile has a characteris
classified as the bell shape. After the ECR-heating is tur
off, the potential profile starts to return to the potential p
file with a well shape in 1–2 msec.

In contrast to the previous, NBI-heating is placed ove
deuterium plasma sustained with the ECR-heating of
maximum powerPECRH;300 kW. Figures 6~a! and 6~b!
show the waveforms of the potential and its profiles in d
ferent heating phases, respectively. After the NBI appli
tion, the central potential increases by;0.2 kV, keeping the
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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dome feature. Simultaneously, the potentials at outer rad
r.0.4 gradually change during the combined heating pha
Then the central potential monotonically decreases exc
for discontinuouschanges aroundt555 msec. This particu-
lar phenomenon will be discussed in the following subs
tion. The line-averaged density monotonically increases fr

n̄e.0.431013 cm23 to n̄e.0.731013cm23 in this combined
heating phase. The initial potential has the dome featur
the ECR-heating phase, as is shown by the dashed lin
Fig. 6~b!.

In the later period indicated by the arrow in Fig. 6~a!, the
potential profile develops into a Mexican hat shape rep
sented by the circles in Fig. 6~b!. The height of thehat be-
comes lower gradually toward the end of the combined he
ing phase. After the ECR-heating is turned off, the poten
profile starts to relax into a well shape in confinement tim
scale of 1–2 msec. These two examples demonstrate tha
potential profiles show essentially identical characteris
with the ECR-heating plasmas.
tial
nds at the
FIG. 7. ~a! An expanded view of potential and detected beam intensity waveforms aroundt555 ms in Fig. 6. Transition between discrete patterns of poten
profiles.~b! Expected potential profiles of two states that plasma makes the transition. The time scale of the change is in a few dozen microseco
fastest. This is much faster than the confinement time scale.
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FIG. 8. Self-sustained oscillation, referred to as electric pulsation, is observed in a combined ECR1NBI-heating phase.~a! Pulsating behavior of the centra
potential of CHS plasmas~solid line! in the lower density region. The dashed line represents the line-averaged electron density measured with

interferometer. The line-averaged density in the stationary state is quite low atn̄e.0.431013 cm23. ~b! Spatial structural change of the potential before a
after transitions. Herer is the normalized minor radius.
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D. Transition between discrete patterns

The particular behavior to note is thediscontinuous
changes aroundt555 msec in Fig. 6~b!. Figure 7~a! shows
an expanded view of the central potential for the even
together with the detected beam current intensity reflectin
local density change. The time scale of the changes is ex
ined more accurately by fitting a function of tanh@(t2t0)/t# to
the slopes in the transient phase. The solid lines in Fig.~a!
indicate the fitting curves. The obtained time constants
the abrupt drop and rise aret560 msec andt5220 msec,
respectively. The local density represented by the beam
tensity should also change in similar time scale. The ti
scale is much faster than the energy confinement time
few milliseconds. This is the first observation of transition
a radial electric field with a fine temporal resolution of m
crosecond order in toroidal plasmas.

The spatial structure during the drastic change in
core potential is inferred from the measured poten
changes at several spatial points. The open squares
closed circles are potential values before and after the t
sition, respectively@see the arrows in Fig. 6~a!#. As is shown
in Fig. 7~b!, this dynamic behavior is localized in the core
r,0.4. These observations imply that the electric field
narrow region aroundr.0.25 changes from a positive to
negative value. The differences between potential sign
from the three detectors of the HIBP also supports this
pectation. This figure suggests, therefore, that the pro
with the sharp peak turns into a flat or hollow profile.

The hollowed potential profile has not been seen in
stationary state, therefore, this profile can exist only fo
transient phase. Although it is difficult to obtain the fin
structural change of profile during the transition happen
in a few dozen microseconds, it is obvious that the plas
makes a transition between quite different and discrete
terns of potential profile. Therefore, this phenomenon sho
that two different patterns of potential profile can be taken
the same bulk plasma parameters. This is definite evide
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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for the bifurcation property in a potential profile or radi
electric field in a toroidal helical plasma.

IV. TEMPORAL PATTERNS IN POTENTIAL-VARIETY
OF PULSATION

A. Electric pulsation as stationary state

The bifurcation nature of the ECR-heating plasmas s
ply manifests itself as transitions between discrete pattern
potential profile. It is discovered, furthermore, that the bifu
cation nature causes more drastic temporal patterns, a
tionary self-excited oscillation in potential termedelectric
pulsationor potential pulsation. The phenomenon shows
number of variations and is considered to be repetitive b
and forth transitions between bifurcated states. The m
drastic patterns of electric pulsation are introduced as
lows.

The self-excited oscillations are maintained for a lon
period (;50 msec! after the ECR-heating is applied to th
NBI-sustained plasma. The first example of electric pulsat
is obtained in a hydrogen plasma to which almost maxim
ECR-heating power (PECRH;300 kW! is applied. The solid
and dashed lines in Fig. 8 show waveforms of central pot
tial and line-averaged density, respectively. After the EC
heating is turned on, the central potential begins to incre
and reaches its maximum with exhibiting pulses. The lin
averaged density decreases toward a stationary state on̄e

.0.431013 cm23 in approximately 5 msec. In the stationa
state from t555 msec tot595 msec, negative pulses o
potential of 20.6 kV quasi-periodically occur in approxi
mately every 2 msec, or with frequency of;0.5 kHz. The
timescale of a pulse (; a few dozen microseconds! is much
faster than the diffusive one (; a few milliseconds!.

Supposing that the oscillation is repetitive transitions b
tween two distinct states, the potential profiles in the h
and low potential states are roughly estimated from the t
evolution of potentials at different radii~details are discusse
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 9. Self-sustained oscillation, referred to as electric pulsation, is observed in a combined ECR1NBI-heating phase.~a! Pulsating behavior of the centra
potential of CHS plasmas~solid line! in the higher density region. The dashed line represents the line averaged electron density measured with

interferometer. The line-averaged density in the stationary state isn̄e.0.731013 cm23. ~b! Spatial structural change in potential before and after transitio
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in Sec. V B!. Figure 8~b! shows the estimated potential pr
files of two states. The profile in the high potential state h
a bell shape as is seen in stationary states, while that in
low potential state has no identical one in stationary st
These data are taken with an identical operational condi
shot by shot using the HIBP in the fixed-point observat
mode. The profile in the low potential state is deduced
taking the statistical averages of local maxima or minima
periods including a pulse. Each data point of the high pot
tial state is obtained by taking the statistical values betw
adjacent pulses.

The time scale of the transitions is similar to that of t
previous single pair of transitions observed in the deuter
plasma~Figs. 6 and 7!. However, in this example, the elec
tric field around the core~the first derivative of the potential!
does not change considerably before and after the transit
A large change of the electric field, as a result, occurs aro
the radial position ofr.0.55 during a transition. In the
present pattern, potentials at other locations also exh
quasi-periodic pulses at similar intervals but with differe
amplitudes and polarities. In contrast to the pulses near
plasma center, positive pulses are observed in the o
plasma radii ofr.0.55.

The pulsation pattern alters with an increase in the li
averaged density at the same ECR-heating power. Fig
9~a! shows the second example of pulsation seen in the
tral potential. After the ECR-heating application, the cent
potential increases and reaches its maximum of 0.3–0.4
Simultaneously, the line-averaged density~dashed line! de-
creases and relaxes to a steady state value ofn̄e.0.731013

cm23. During the combined heating phase of ECR1NBI, the
line-averaged density increases gradually. Being accom
nied with this slight increase, the amplitude and the f
quency of pulsation become smaller and higher, respectiv
The initial frequency of;1.0 kHz increases to;1.5 kHz in
the later phase.

Figure 9~b! shows the potential profiles before and af
transitions in this case. Each point of data is taken in
period fromt550 msec tot570 msec to avoid the charac
teristic change due to the bulk parameter difference. The
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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demonstrates that the potential profiles repeat transitions
tween two Mexican hat profiles with higher and lower dom
during the pulsation, with the central potential change
about 0.3 kV. The profile change is limited insider50.6.
The potential outsider50.6 ~x-marks! shows no change
during the pulsation; the data of these locations are take
the radial scan mode. The potential profile patterns betw
which plasmas repeat transitions are quite different from
first case of low density. The characteristics of electric p
sation vary according to the line-averaged density.

B. Flip-flop pattern

In the previous pulsations, the period of the low state
much shorter than that of the high potential state. The po
tial profile in the low potential state, hence, is allowed to
taken as a transient spatial pattern. Figures 10~a! and 10~b!
present other pulsation patterns in the central potential.
solid and dashed lines in the figure represent the poten
and the detected beam intensity, respectively. Both
charges were obtained in deuterium plasmas with only EC
heating whose power was 140 kW. The discharges have
NBI-heating. Consequently, the high energy ions of NBI a
not an essential element to cause electric pulsation.
waveforms in the early phase of the discharges indicat
flip-flop behavior; the plasma alternately takes two discr
potential values in every;1 msec. In the present pattern
both high and low potential states have an equivalent
time. The pulsation can be really regarded as the repeti
transitions between equilibrium states.

The following measurements of potential profile with th
identical condition confirm that the states with the low a
high values correspond to the hill and dome states, res
tively. Figure 10~a! shows that the central potential jumps u
to a higher value in the later stage of the discharge. As
shown in Fig. 11, the profile of this new state has a b
shape. The beam intensity signals of the HIBP imply that
local densities should show no significant change in b
discharges before the third branch appears. This result pr
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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that there exist three bifurcation patterns~bell, dome and
hill ! in the low density regime ofn̄e.0.431013 cm23.

This observation suggests that potential structure sho
be remarkably sensitive to the bulk plasma parameters.
occurrence of a certain state could, as a result, be probab
tic. The ECR-heating power of 140 kW is close to the thre

FIG. 10. Flip-flop patterns of electric pulsation in single ECR-heat
plasma. The ECR-heating power is 140 kW. Two examples of time ev
tion of central potential~solid line! and detected beam intensity~dashed
line! signals.~a! The potential waveform shows transitions between th
states A, B and C.~b! The potential waveform shows transitions betwe
two states A and B. In the early stage of both discharges, the behavior
identical to each other. However, a transition to third state C occurs in
late stage of the discharge in the first case.

FIG. 11. The potential profiles of three states in the flip-flop patterns
electric pulsation shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!. The potential profiles
exhibit hill ~a!, dome~b! and bell~c! features.
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old to obtain the dome profile~see Sec. VII!. As the ECR-
heating power increases, the higher potential~or bell! state
becomes more stable, and the period of low potential s
may become shorter. Then the pulsation patterns shoul
close to the previous two examples in which the full pow
of ECR-heating is applied.

C. Other pulsation patterns

The difference in the line-averaged density and the EC
heating power brings about a variation of electric pulsat
characteristics. Figure 12 shows two patterns observed
combined ECR- and NBI-heating phase of hydrogen pl
mas. In both discharges, the ECR-heating of 100 kW is
plied to the NBI-target plasmas. The difference of these t
discharges is the line-averaged density;~A! n̄e.0.3531012

cm23 and ~B! n̄e.0.4031012 cm23. The solid and dashed
lines in these figures represent the central potential and
detected beam intensity, respectively. The evolution of li
averaged density and electron temperature measured
Thomson scattering is shown in Fig. 12~c!. During the
buildup of the potential, the central potential repeate
shows small pulses with amplitude of;0.1– 0.2 kV in both
cases. The characteristics of each pulse have a similar fea
to the previous electric pulsation or transitions. The pheno
enon in Fig. 12 is a variation of electric pulsation.

In a stationary state, both plasmas begin to exhibit re
lar pulses. The pulse amplitude becomes larger toward
end of the combined heating phase. In the low density d
charge, the pulsation frequency obviously becomes lowe
its amplitude increases. Furthermore, the correlation betw
the beam intensity signal and the potential pulse beco
clear. The electron temperature gradually increases after
ECR-heating is turned on. Each value of the temperatur
the statistical average of similar discharges including
present examples. The electron temperature increase in
later phase of combined heating should be associated
the characteristic change of pulsation. The rapid change
central potential signals att;70 msec~shot no. 76428! and
t;76 msec~shot no. 76436! suggest that the plasma shou
make a transition into the state characterized by higher
tential or higher electron temperature.

Figure 12~d! shows the ratio of the beam intensity fro
the plasma center to the line-averaged density. The ratio
a meaning of apeaking factorof density profile, since the
change in the beam intensity should reflect a central den
change in this low density region; the ratio should be p
portional to ne(0)/n̄e . The signals imply that the densit
profile in the stationary states should have a similar sha
while the plasma in the single ECR-heating phase sho
have a more peaky density profile in the lower density d
charge than that in higher density discharge. The differe
in pulsation characteristics between these discharges is
cribed to the absolute value of density, which should be
companied with temperature difference.

A closer look at Fig. 12~b! gives us another finding tha
the amplitude of the pulses alternates two values of;0.1 kV
and;0.05 kV. Figure 13 is an expanded view of the pote
tial waveform fromt590 to 100 msec. In the pulsation pa
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FIG. 12. Other pulsation patterns in a combined heating phase of ECR~100
kW! and NBI ~800 kW!. ~a! Central potential and detected beam intens
for the discharge whose density isn̄e50.3531013 cm23. ~b! Central poten-
tial and detected beam intensity for the discharge whose density in̄e

50.431013 cm23. The detected beam intensity for the lower density d
charge is presented by the gray dashed line for comparison.~c! Time evo-
lution of line-averaged density for two discharges. The statistical avera
electron temperature measured with Thomson scattering is represent
closed circles. The hatched area indicates the period when the tran
should happen.~d! Ratio of detected beam intensity to line-averaged d
sity. The ratio has a meaning of a peaking factor.
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
tern of Fig. 8, similar small pulses with approximately ha
value are also seen between pulses with a regular amplit
It could be interpreted that the potential in these two ca
should make a transition from a high potential state to
certain intermediate state or fine structure. The beha
should give information of the detailed structure of bifurc
tion.

D. Histograms as expression for pulsation
characteristics

The characteristics of pulsation patterns can be extra
by usinga histogramexpression of potential value appearin
in the time evolution or waveforms. A histogram is made,
example, to clarify the characteristics of the flip-flop patter
in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!. Figure 14 presents the histogra
expression of the flip-flop patterns of Fig. 10. In this hist
gram, the statistical frequency of potential value is norm
ized by the total number of ensemble. Therefore, the norm
ized histogram has a meaning of probability for realization
each potential value. Here, the waveform is digitized in e
ery 20msec and each data point is taken into the ensem
The circles in Figs. 14~a! and 14~b! represent the normalize
histogram or probabilities of central potential value of t
central potential values.

Three branches of the flip-flop pattern@Fig. 10~a!# are
distinguished in the histogram as two prominent pea
aroundf50.15 kV, f50.9 kV and a diffusive band from
f50.3 kV to f50.5 kV. The diffusive band corresponds
the potential profile with the dome feature. Two vague pe
are recognized in this band. It suggests that the dome bra
may be composed of twofine structures. On the other hand
the spectrum of the flip-flop pattern with two states@Fig.
10~b!# shows a sharp peak atf.0.2 kV and a continuous
band fromf50.3 tof50.6 kV. The continuous band with
out any identical peak corresponds to the dome branch.
broadness of the band is caused by rather large fluctuat
inherent with the dome state in this operational conditio
Difference in the dome state property of these two dischar
can be recognized in the histogram expression. The pea

d
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-

FIG. 13. Expanded view of the pattern of electric pulsation fromt590 ms
to t5100 ms in the previous example~shot no. 76436!. The pulses with the
half amplitudes are seen between pulses with regular amplitudes. It sug
the existence of an intermediate state.
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the hill state in both discharges has a clear identity by th
narrowness of full width at half-maximum~FWHM!.

The histogram expression is applied to another EC
heating deuterium plasma showing three-state. Figure
shows the time evolution of the potential near the plas
center ofr.0.21. Initially the plasma is stationary in th
low potential state, then abruptly jumps to a higher poten
state where irregular hesitating pulses, or rather large fl
tuations are observed. Finally, the plasma develops into
oscillatory state showing a periodic pulsation. The beam
tensity signal, which is represented by the dashed line, sh
that a local density gradually decreases. Figure 15~b! is the
histogram of the waveform of Fig. 15~a!. It is recognized that
there exist three identical states, which are indicated by
three peaks. The lower peak represents the hill branch,
the other two are expected to correspond to two do
branches appearing in the three-state flip-flop pattern;
dashed line shows the histogram of Fig. 14~a! for compari-
son. In the histogram indicated by the bold line, the sec
state showing turbulent nature (t.43 msec tot.50 msec! is
expressed as a peak with a Gaussian-like fluctuation st
ture. The histogram expression or spectra of waveform g
a useful insight to identify bifurcated states, and clarify t
characteristics of bifurcated states for their stability.

FIG. 14. Normalized histograms of the flip-flop patterns.~a! Probability of
central potential values of the flip-flop discharge with three states@see Fig.
10~a!#. ~b! Probability of central potential values of the flip-flop dischar
with two states@see Fig. 10~b!#. The dashed line represents the probabil
for the flip-flop patterns with three states as a reference.
Downloaded 03 Apr 2009 to 133.75.139.172. Redistribution subject to AIP
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V. DYNAMICS OF POTENTIAL STRUCTURE DURING
PULSATION

A. Behavior of plasma parameters during pulsation

Change of radial electric field causes or is caused
changes in bulk plasma parameters, such as temperature
density. Other diagnostic signals, in fact, are well correla
with the potential signal during electric pulsation. The pu
sation pattern of Fig. 8, in which the correlation is the cle
est, is chosen to demonstrate a close relationship betw
potential and thermal variables.

Figure 16 shows signals correlated with the poten
pulsation:~a! potential signal as a reference,~b! soft x-ray
and electron cyclotron emission~ECE!, ~c! internal plasma
pressure estimated from in-and-out asymmetrical evolu
of Mirnov coil signals, andHa signal, and~d! line-averaged
electron density. The soft x-ray emission along the cen
line of sight (r150) decreases with the potential crashe
while the soft x-ray on an outer line of sight (r150.4) in-
creases@Fig. 16~b!#. Here, r1 indicates the normalized
smallest tangency radius of chordal measurements. This
be interpreted as a heat flux propagating from the inner to
outer region. An increase in the ECE~93.5 GHz! signal from
an outer region of the plasma (r.0.5) supports this inter-

FIG. 15. Potential evolution exhibiting three states in an ECR-hea
plasma. The ECR-heating power is 140 kW.~a! Time evolution of the
central potential~solid line! and the detected beam current~dashed line!.
The central potential develops from a quiet state to a state with large
tuation through a transition. Then the potential makes another transition
a state with pulsation.~b! The normalized histogram of potential values fo
this discharge. The dashed line represents the normalized histogram o
flip-flop discharge with three states@see Fig. 10~a!#. Both histograms have
similar peaks corresponding to hill and dome states.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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pretation, although a plasma at such a low density is
sufficiently optically thick for the ECE to reflect the electro
temperature. In the CHS magnetic configuration, the E
has several resonant points, therefore, the change of the
perature profile cannot be deduced.

Mirnov coils at the inner and outer points of the equa
rial plane@Fig. 16~c!# indicate that the plasma starts movin
inward, when the central potential reaches its minimum d
ing a pulse. The internal energy measured by a diamagn
loop and the averageb are about 400 J and 0.2%, respe
tively. The inward shift implies that the plasma loses an
ternal energy of about 20 J~approximatelyDb.0.01%)
with a potential pulse. This oscillation limits or deteriorat
the confinement property of the plasma. TheHa emission
also shows a good correlation with the potential pulses.
line-averaged density signals on chords ofr1,0.4 show an
increase synchronized with a potential crash, while the o
ones on outer chords show no clear correlation; the li
averaged density ofr150.6 is given as an example in Fig
16~d!.

In the present case of pulsation, its effect reaches pla
periphery, since theHa signal is well correlated with pulsat
ing potential. However, for the case of the electric pulsat
with a higher base density, e.g., Fig. 9, the pulsation reg
becomes narrower around the plasma core. There, a cor
tion between these parameters and the potential pulse
comes less clear, and the effect is limited within a narrow
region and the correlation with theHa signal is ambiguous.

B. Reconstruction of potential evolution during
pulsation

The good correlation between a soft x-ray signal and
potential pulse makes it possible to reconstruct the spa

FIG. 16. Correlation of the potential change with other plasma parame
during electric pulsation shown in Fig. 8.~a! Potential signal atr50.1 as a
reference.~b! Chord integrated soft x-ray emissions of two lines of sight
r150.4 andr150.0, together with ECE from the plasma edge regionr
.0.5). Herer1 indicates the normalized distance of a chord from t
plasma center.~c! Change ofDb estimated from plasma shift. The plasm
shift is measured by Mirnov coils located at the inner and outer points on
equatorial plane, andHa emission from the plasma edge.~d! Line-averaged
electron densities withr150.4 andr150.6.
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temporal evolution of the potential profile during pulsatio
by taking the central chord of a soft x-ray signal as a ref
ence clock. In a discharge, more than a dozen pulses
available to produce their statistically averaged wavefor
of potential. Here, the ensemble data is low-pass filtered w
frequency of less than 10 kHz, and data points are taken w
a sampling time of 10msec. The time at which the soft x-ra
crashes can be determined with a precision of;10 msec.

Figure 17 shows the potential waveforms for several
dial points,~a! r50.0, ~b! r50.21, ~c! r50.43 and~d! r
50.59. Solid and thin-dashed lines represent wavefo
with and without statistical average, respectively. The po
at t50 means the beginning of the soft x-ray crash on

rs

e

FIG. 17. The waveforms of potential during pulsation at~a! r50.0, ~b! r
50.21, ~c! r50.43 and~d! r50.59. The bold lines represent statistic
averaged waveforms, while the dashed lines show an example of the w
form without the average. The waveforms are obtained by taking the
x-ray signal on the central chord as a reference clock. The bolder da
lines are the standard deviation of each ensemble.
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central chord. The decrease in potential atr50.0, r50.21
andr50.43 occurs at the same time as the soft x-ray cr
within the present precision of a few dozen microseconds
the location atr50.0 andr50.21, the time scale of the
back transition from the low to the high potential statet
570– 90msec! is of the same order as that of the forwa
transition (t525– 45msec!, wheret is the time constant o
tanh@t/t#-fitting. At r50.43, the potential gradually recove
into the high potential state after the forward transition of
same time scale as those at the above locations. For
waveform atr50.59, the polarity of pulses is opposite
that of plasma inside. The potential rise has a delay of;100
msec. The time scales of the potential rise and drop at
location are similar to those around core region.

The bold dashed lines in Fig. 17 represent the stand
deviation of each ensemble. The standard deviation ha
minimum value at the time of the lowest potential value, a
has a maximum in the slopes of fast potential change.
potential at each radial point should have a definite value
corresponds to the quasi-steady profile of the lower bif
cated state. The standard deviation should become sm
around the definite value. The time constants, however,
not exactly the same in each transition. This results in lar
standard deviation on the process to reach the lower b
cated state. The quasi-stable state, therefore, may be att
statistically at t.200 msec when the standard deviatio
reaches its minimum for all radial points.

Using these waveforms, the evolution of potential p
files can be reconstructed during the pulsation. Figure
shows the evolution of the potential profiles during tran
tions. Closed circles represent the profile at the high poten
state (t50 msec!, that is, the initial potential profile with the
bell feature. The first transition happens in the radial elec
field aroundr.0.5, and the potential profile changes into
shape represented by the open circles att5150msec. During

FIG. 18. Evolution of reconstructed potential profile during electric pul
tion in Fig. 8. The potential profile in the high potential state att50 is
represented by the closed circles. The potential profiles after the trans
are shown att5150 msec,t5200 msec,t5250 msec andt5300 msec.
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the next hundred microseconds untilt5250 msec, the radial
electric field at the periphery becomes positive, and the
tential profile alters its shape a little slowly. The quasi-stea
state profile att.200 msec is shown by the open circle
After the plasma shows the profile indicated by the clos
squares (t.250 msec!, another transition occurs around th
core atr.0.3. Then the plasma takes the intermediate
tential profile with the dome feature, represented by the o
squares, att.300msec. The potential profile rather gradual
recovers to the initial state. In other words, the foot point
a strong shear of the radial electric field moves outwar
Approximately 2 msec later, almost the same process is
peated.

C. Reconstruction of density profile evolution during
pulsation

During the pulsation in Fig. 8, the detected beam inte
sity also exhibits a good correlation with the potential sign
in a wide range of minor radius. The density of the d
charges is sufficiently low for us to ascribe the change in
detected beam intensity to a local density change. Estima
of the attenuation factora in Eq. ~4! using the Lotz’s em-
pirical formula55 gives a result that the condition ofa,1 is
actually satisfied in this low density plasma. Furthermo
the parametera does not make any significant difference f
both completely flat and parabolic density profiles. Con
quently, the change of the detected beam intensitydI B(r )
allows one to deduce a transient change of density pro
during the pulsation except at the plasma edge.50 This corre-
lation may give some insight into the causal relationship
tween the density and the radial electric field.

Figure 19 shows time evolutions of the potential and
beam intensity signal for two different radii atr50.43 and
r50.64. The increase~or decrease! in the intensity atr
50.43 is correlated with a decrease~or increase! in potential.
The pulse polarity in the beam intensity atr50.64 is oppo-
site to that ofr50.43, although the correlation with poten
tial pulses has the same property. The time constant of
beam intensity change is almost the same as that of the
tential in the transition from the high potential state to t
low potential state. Seemingly, the time constant of the be
intensity change, however, is faster than that of potentia
the back transitions.

In the discharges shown in Fig. 8, the line-averaged d
sities on several chords were taken shot by shot using
interferometer. The density profile can be reconstructed
ing the time-averaged value of each interferometer sig
including pulses. The result obtained in this process sho
mainly reflect the density profile of the high potential sta
owing to its longer life time, although some small contrib
tion in the low potential state is involved. Similar to th
previous treatment of potential signals, statistical average
the beam intensity signals during a pulse are obtained
taking the central chord of the soft x-ray as a reference clo
Assuming that the path integral effect is completely n
glected, the ratio of beam intensity before and after tran
tions I B(t)/I B(t50) are supposed to purely reflect the ra
of the local density changene(t)/ne(t50). Hence, evolution

-
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of the density profile during the pulsation can be inferred
multiplying the ratio to the Abel inverted density profile
the high potential state.

Figure 20 shows~a! the beam intensity signals oft
50 msec andt5300 msec as a function of normalized m
nor radius,~b! the ratios of the beam intensity signals, a
~c! evolution of the reconstructed density profiles. The rat
and the reconstructed density profiles are presented at
points of time,t5150 msec,t5250 msec andt5300 msec.
At the time oft5150msec, a clear boundary of the change
seen at the location ofr;0.4. The density increases insid
the boundary, while it decreases outside. Then, the den
profile recovers to the initial values of the high potential st
after the density profile modification becomes localiz
around the boundary.

The increase in density fromt50 msec tot5150 msec
is from n̄e(0).0.431013 cm23 to n̄e(0).0.731013 cm23.
The amount of change is quite large. In order to explain t
increase in density, the necessary change of particle flux
approximatelydG;331020 m23 at r;0.4. The neoclassi
cal fluxes accompanied with the absolute value of the ra
electric field, however, is predicted to be only aboutdG
;1019 m23. Another mechanism should, therefore, play
role in the reformation of density profile. A possible cand
date is convective fluxes induced by poloidal asymmetry
potential during the pulsation. Simultaneous measurem
for poloidal asymmetry, using two beam probes, will have
great interest to clarify the structural reformation during p
sation.

FIG. 19. Beam intensity signal of HIBP during electric pulsation in Fig.
Time evolutions of beam intensity signals at two different radial points,~a!
r50.43 and~b! r50.64. The signals are well correlated with the pulsati
in potential signals.
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VI. ELECTROSTATIC POTENTIAL AND THERMAL
STRUCTURES

A. Fine structure of the radial electric field

Many theories11–15expect that a strongEr-shear or rota-
tional shear affects plasma turbulence and suppresses
fluctuation driven transport. The electrode biasing expe
ments in the TEXTOR-94 have recently shown that fluctu
tion driven transport is reduced as theEr-shear increases.56

In the ECR-heating plasmas of CHS, adiscontinuouschange
of the radial electric field in a narrow region, termed here
connection layer,is seen in the potential profiles with dom
and bell features. In the connection layer, theEr-shear could

FIG. 20. ~a! Profiles of the detected beam intensity after and before tra
tions. ~b! Profiles of ratios of beam intensity signalsI B(t)/I B(0) at several
times.~c! Evolution of reconstructed density profile during electric pulsati
using the detected beam intensity signals. The bold line indicates the de
profile with Abel inversion in the high potential state. This suggests
density profile after transition from the high to the low potential state
comes a centrally peaked one.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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4166 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 10, October 2000 Fujisawa et al.
be sufficiently large to reduce the fluctuation. It is of a gre
importance to investigate the fluctuation and the transp
around this regime.

The potential profile with the dome feature can be ea
sustained for a sufficiently long period in an operational c
dition. Elaborate experiments were performed to investig
the fine structure of the radial electric field around the c
nection layer in a potential profile with the dome feature, a
to compare the fluctuation and thermal property betw
plasmas with the dome and the hill feature. Figure 21~a!

FIG. 21. Precise measurements around the barrier location using a HIB~a!
Potential profiles with different power of ECR-heating. The circles and
squares show the potential profiles with the power of 200 kW~dome! and
150 kW ~hill !, respectively.~b! Fine structure of potential around the co
nection layer. Here two data sets from sequential shots are plotted.
dashed line represents potential profile of the hill state as a reference~c!
DeducedEr-structure and its shear of the dome state. The dashed line sh
the radial electric field of the hill state.
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shows the overall potential profiles of deuterium plasmas
interest. The potential profiles of the dome and hill are o
tained with the ECR-heating power of 200 and 150 kW
the line-averaged densities ofn̄e50.431013 cm23 and n̄e

50.331013 cm23, respectively.
Figure 21~b! shows the results of fine structural measu

ments in the profile with the dome feature. The fine struct
was taken in an identical condition in the same day exp
ments with a spatial resolution of approximately 2 m
Around the connection layer, the radial electric field is a
sumed to be expressed in a function form of tanh@(r
2r0)/Dc# since two different phases are considered to c
verge atr0 with a finite radial width ofDc . The local poten-
tial profile around the connection layer is described as
integrated form of the function, that is,

f~r!5A ln@cosh@~r2r0!/Dc##1Br1C,

whereA, B, C are also the fitting parameters.
By fitting the integrated function to the potential data

Fig. 21~b!, the following results are obtained;A50.028,Dc

50.047,r050.259 andB520.891. Figure 21~c! shows the
obtainedEr and its shear as a function of normalized min
radius. TheEr-values inside and outside barrier are 7
60.7 kV/m and 1.760.3 kV/m, respectively. In real dimen
sion, the FWHM of theEr-shear layer and the barrier pos
tion from the plasma center are 1.360.5 cm and 4.760.4
cm, respectively. The resultingEr-shear is ;39.7617.4
V/cm2. As a reference, the potential profile of a simple h
shape is also shown in Fig. 21. Outside the connection la
there is no difference between the potential profiles of
dome and hill. A simple parabolic function is well fitted t
the hill profile, and the resulting shear is;2 V/cm2. In the
plasmas with the dome feature, the radial electric field ins
r.0.25 is bifurcated into strongly positive branches from
weakly positive branch in which the radial electric field ou
side the radius still remains.

B. Fluctuation around the connection layer

The plasmas of the experiments are in a quite low d
sity range ofn̄e.0.531013 cm23. Consequently, the fluctua
tion in the detected beam intensitydI b(r ) mainly reflects
local fluctuation of density, except at the plasma edge.50 It is
expected that the path integral term in Eq.~4! should con-
tribute to the fluctuation amplitude as a white noise.

Density fluctuation around the shear-maximum point
measured shot by shot under the identical operation co
tion with the cases of Fig. 21. Figure 22~a! illustrates the fast
Fourier transform~FFT! spectra of fluctuation in the detecte
beam current from several spatial points for the dome st
Dr 50, 23, 21, 11, and 13 cm, wherer represents the
averaged minor radius. The point ofDr 5r 2r 050 cm is the
nearest to the center position of the connection layerr 0

54.360.9 cm (r050.2360.05). The spectrum atDr 50
cm shows a reduction in fluctuation power whose freque
ranges from 5 to 70 kHz, in comparison with other spectra
neighboring radial locations. In order to express the abso
power in a simple manner, Fig. 22~b! plots the integrated
fluctuation powerQ(Dr )5*Pd f as a function of radius. The
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integral is performed from 5 to 70 kHz since the low fr
quency could contain other effects such as plasma mo
ments. The power spectrum above 70 kHz just shows
nature ofwhite noise, whose level isPbase;131025. This
fluctuation level could be mainly ascribed to the path integ
effects, or the integrated fluctuation level on the be
orbit.50,52 The fluctuations independent along the beam o
contribute to the base level of the fluctuation in the be
intensity.

For comparison, Fig. 23~a! shows the power spectrum o
the density fluctuation and its integrated power in the pl
mas with a potential profile of the hill shape. In contrast
the previous spectrum, the power of the fluctuation mo
tonically increases toward the plasma edge. The power l
is approximately twice larger than the dome state, as
shown in Fig. 23~b!; thus, the absolute value of fluctuation
approximately;A2 times larger. The difference in the ab
solute fluctuation level could be ascribed to the lower den
in this hill state. The peak frequency of this spectra shows
significant difference for all radii presented in this graph.

Peak frequenciesf p and the peak widths of these FF
spectra are estimated in the following manner. The peak
quency and its width are obtained by fitting the function
P( f )5P0 exp@2(f2fp)

2/D f 2#1Pbase, to the spectrum
around the peak, wherePbase, P0 , f p andD f are the fitting
parameters. These estimated values are shown in Fig
Figure 24~a! shows that the peak frequency has a maximu
and that the normalized widthD f / f p becomes narrower a

FIG. 22. ~Color! Fluctuation in the dome state.~a! Power spectra of density
fluctuation at several radial positions around the shear-maximum radius
red line represents the power spectra at the location of the shear maxim
~b! Integrated fluctuation power as a function of the distance from the s
maximum radiusDr .
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the shear-maximum point. Figure 24~b! also plots the peak
frequency and its width in the plasma of the hill state.

The figure shows the reduction in the fluctuation pow
at the shear-maximum point by 39%. This reduction rate
estimated from @Q̄(1 cm)2Q(0)#/Q̄(1 cm) with
Q̄(1 cm)50.5@Q(1 cm)1Q(21 cm)]. The noise level of
integral fluctuation can be assumed to beQnoise.70
31025. Then the reduction of fluctuation power at the she

he
m.
ar

FIG. 23. Fluctuation in the hill state.~a! Power spectra of density fluctuatio
at several radial positions around the radius at which the dome profile sh
the shear-maximum.~b! Integrated fluctuation power as a function of th
distance from the shear maximum radiusDr .

FIG. 24. Peakf p and normalized widthD f / f of frequency spectrum~a! in
the dome state,~b! in the hill state. The circles and squares show the pe
and normalized band width. The variableDr represents the distance from
the shear-maximum radius.
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maximum point is 48% if the integral fluctuation level su
tracted by the noise is used for the estimation. The ra
electric field structure or its shear, therefore, has a large
pact on the turbulence structure of the plasma. Furtherm
the reduced fluctuation should contribute to decreasing
fluctuation-induced transport. Hence a thermal transport
rier is expected at the connection layer.

C. Transport at the connection layer

A Thomson scattering system was used to measure
profiles of electron temperature and density in the EC
heating plasmas indicating the hill and the dome feature
Fig. 25. The electron density of these two cases are no
high for obtaining sufficient photons to deduce local te
perature and density in a single shot, therefore, appr
mately 20 shots are taken to obtain statistical averaged
ues of temperature and density.

The results show clear difference in electron tempera
profiles for these two states. The circles and squares in
25 represent theTe-profiles with the dome and hill states
respectively. The central temperature of the dome stat
2.060.2 keV, while that of the hill state is 1.460.1 keV. The
Te-profiles outside the normalized radius ofr50.27 have no
significant difference. The particular thing to note is tha

FIG. 25. ~a! Electron temperature profiles for dome and hill states.~b!
Density profiles for the dome and hill states. The line averaged densitie

n̄e50.431013 cm23 and n̄e50.331013 cm23 for the dome and hill states
respectively.
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steep gradient change exists at the location ofr50.25 in the
electron temperature for the plasma with the dome feat
The Te-gradients there are estimated asdTe /dr520.57
keV/cm anddTe /dr520.12 keV/cm for the dome and hil
states, respectively.

Figure 25~b! shows thene-profiles measured with the
Thomson scattering system. Thene-profiles have a flat or a
slightly hollow shape for both cases. The line-averaged d
sities in the dome and hill states aren̄e50.431013cm23 and
n̄e50.331013cm23, respectively. Aroundr.0.25 where the
steepTe-gradient exists, no significant change can be see
the density. The drastic change in pressure gradient exis
r50.25 for the dome state. An energy transport barrier
electrons, consequently, is formed at the normalized rad
of r.0.25.

The experimental electron heat flux at the transport b
rier is roughly estimatedqexp;13105 W/m2. According to a
neoclassical theory,21,22 the electron heat flux there (r
;0.25) is estimatedqneo;1 – 23104 W/m2 in the hill state,
when the available parameters ofTe , ne and Er are taken
into account. Hence, the anomalous transport should
dominant at that radius. On the other hand, the neoclass
electron heat flux can become closer to the level of the
perimental value in the dome state owing to the higher te
perature gradient. The estimation implies that the anoma
transport is reduced at the shear-maximum point. The lo
tion of the steepdTe /dr is in good agreement with the po
sition of theEr-shear-maximum within the present error ba
It is suggested that theEr-shear reduction of fluctuation
should, therefore, lessen the anomalous heat transport
form the transport barrier.

Another peculiarity of the CHS transport barrier is th
the density profile indicates no gradient change at the ba
location. This can be related to the importance of o
diagonal terms for the neoclassical particle flux in the tor
dal helical plasma;21,22 e.g., Eq. ~1! is reduced intoGNeo

.DT
Neo]Te /]r owing to the condition of]ne /]r .0. The

neoclassical calculation gives the particle fluxes ofGneo

;0.231020 m22s21 andGneo;1.531020 m22s21 at the bar-
rier location for the hill and the dome states, respectively.
the dome state, a decrease in the fluctuation driven par
flux Gfluc could compensate the neoclassical part enhan
by Te-gradient.

D. Er-shear in other potential profiles

As has been already mentioned, a radial location o
significantEr-shear has been found in both Mexican hat a
bell profiles. These profiles have a steep change in ra
electric field at radii ofr.0.5 andr.0.6. The strength of
Er-shear is estimated for the region of these profiles to
amine the possibility of the formation of internal transpo
barriers.

Figure 26 shows fine structural measurements of the
dial electric field around its shear maximum of the Mexic
hat profile. The profile is taken in the plasma whose den
is n̄e.0.831013 cm23 with the ECR-heating power of 100
kW. The potential envelope around the shear maximumr
.0.6) is shown in Fig. 26~a!. It is less obvious in this case i

re
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two phases convergence is well assumed for the local sh
of the potential. The results are obtained by fitting the in
grated form of tanh@(r2r0)/Dc# function to the envelope. The
thickness of the connection layer isDc50.11, which corre-
sponds to;2 cm in real dimension. The resulting shear
approximately;6 V/cm2. The fitting process using a poly
nomial function gives a similar value as the estimated ma
mum shear. The value is expected to be too small to ca
fluctuation reduction.

The potential profiles with the bell feature are not sta
sustained for a sufficiently long period. The profiles are u
ally linked with pulsation behavior in the experimental co
dition to date. The fluctuation has not been measured aro
that shear maximum point. Figure 27~a! shows the fine struc
ture around the shear maximum (r.0.5). The thickness o
the connection layer isDc50.052, which corresponds to;1
cm. The resulting shear is approximately;60 V/cm2, hence,
the fluctuation reduction and the improved confinement
expected on the analogy of the potential profile with t
dome feature. It is a matter for future work to find a regi
where the profile with the bell feature is stably maintaine
and to investigate the temperature profile in theEr-shear
maximum region.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL BIFURCATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF POTENTIAL

A. Dependence of potential patterns on density

The presented observation of temporal and spatial
terns of the potential has demonstrated the bifurcation na

FIG. 26. A fine structural measurement of a potential profile with the Me
can hat feature.~a! The potential profile aroundr.0.6, where theEr-shear
has its maximum.~b! The resulting radial electric field and its shear arou
the shear maximum.
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of toroidal helical plasmas. The studies in these patte
show a close link between the thermal and the radial elec
field structures. The bifurcation characteristics of the pot
tial can be systematically understood by identifying the
gion in certain plasma parameters for each pattern to app
So far, the line-averaged density has been treated as a r
sentative parameter to indicate the plasma status with a g
ECR-heating power, although the other plasma parame
are also changed with the line-averaged density. Elec
temperature, for instance, decreases with an increase in
density. The bifurcation status of the plasma is considere
be expressed on a plane composed of the ECR-heating p
and the line-averaged density. A series of experiments
been conducted for the purpose of making a map of poten
profile patterns with a fixed heating power.

The experiments were performed in hydrogen plasm
with ECR-heating in a wide range of line-averaged densi
from n̄e50.231013cm23 to n̄e51.231013cm23. There the
heating power was fixed atPECRH5100 kW. Figure 28
shows the central potential values as a function of the li
averaged density. Here 700–800 points of data are plotte
the diagram. The overall tendency is that the central poten
decreases with an increase in the line-averaged density.
critical values of the density are seen in this diagram, wh
the characteristics of the diagram change drastically. Be
the first critical density ofn̄e.0.531013 cm23, higher po-
tential values of;0.4 kV can be obtained with a certai
probability. As the density decreases further beyond the s
ond critical value ofn̄e.0.331013 cm23, the potential value

-
FIG. 27. A fine structural measurement of a potential profile with the b
feature.~a! The potential profile aroundr.0.5, where theEr-shear has its
maximum. ~b! The resulting radial electric field and its shear around t
shear maximum.
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up to ;1 kV can be reached. The bifurcation of potent
profile patterns is considered to occur at these two crit
values of the density.

Five regions are identical on the diagram in corresp
dence with the five characteristic patterns of potential pro
as already shown in Fig. 3. In the higher density region,
potential pattern is uniquely determined. In the region
from n̄e;0.631013 cm23 to n̄e;131013 cm23 along the
low dashed line, the potential takesMexican hatprofiles. As
the plasma becomes close to the density limit~region E!, the
potential shows thewell shape. Along the lower dashed lin
of n̄e.0.531013 cm23, the profile gradually changes from
the hill to the well through the Mexican hat shape. On t
other hand, the plasma has a choice of three patterns in
potential profile in low density regime. In the region C alo
the low dashed line with the line-averaged density ofn̄e

FIG. 28. Dependence of the central potential on the line-averaged dens
the case of ECR-heating power of 100 kW. In low density regimes, bi
cations of the potential profile are observed at two critical values of den
Characteristic shapes of potential profiles are identical for five regimes
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,0.5– 0.631013 cm23, the plasma can show ahill shape.
Below the first critical density along the middle dashed li
~region B!, the potential profile acquires thedomearound the
core, giving higher central potential. Below the second cr
cal density along the high dashed line~region A!, the dome
region expands to the outer radius ofr.0.5, then the profile
alters into thebell shape.

Bifurcation diagramsof the radial electric field can be
made for each radial position. The study shows that th
two critical densities correspond to the bifurcation of t
radial electric field at two different radii of the plasmas. Fi
ure 29 shows the diagrams of the radial electric field at th
radial positions of~a! r.0.25, ~b! r.0.5 and~c! r.0.75.
The radial electric field is estimated by fitting a function
the measured potential. The radial electric field atr.0.25 is
a unique function of the density aboven̄e;0.531013 cm23.
However, a larger value of the radial electric field is allow
below this critical density, in other words, a bifurcation c
take place at this density. Similar to this, the bifurcation
the radial electric field atr.0.5 occurs at the density ofn̄e

;0.331013 cm23. In contrast, the radial electric field atr
;0.75 decreases monotonically with an increase in the li
averaged density. Hence no bifurcation on the density
identical in the periphery, although the change of radial el
tric field accompanied bifurcation could be less than the d
scattering.

B. Hysteresis of bifurcation branch realization

It has been just shown in the previousbifurcation dia-
gram that three branches of potential profile should exist i
low density regime of the ECR-heating plasma. The pro
sition is valid for plasmas with combined heating of NB
1ECR. Bifurcation branches are able to be demonstrated
making a Lissajous diagram of the potential evolution a
function of the line-averaged density. The Lissajous diagr
also reveals ahysteresisin potential on the density evolution
Examples are provided for this purpose in the following d

in
-
y.
at

FIG. 29. Dependence of the radial electric field on the line-averaged density at three radial points.~a! r;0.25. ~b! r;0.5. ~c! r;0.75. A density at which
bifurcation occurs is found in the cases ofr;0.25 andr;0.5. The radial electric field can bifurcate into a higher branch below the critical densitiesr
;0.25 andr;0.5. On the other hand, the radial electric field monotonically changes in the case ofr;0.75.
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charges where the ECR-heating ofPECRH;100 kW and
;200 kW is applied to the target plasmas sustained w
NBI-heating.

Figure 30 shows three examples of time evolution of
central potential and the line-averaged density in deuter
plasmas. The plasmas in sequential shots have different
tial densities that make their potential evolution quite diffe
ent after the ECR-heating of 100 kW is launched. The ini
densities of the plasmas are~A! n̄e50.231013 cm23, ~B!

FIG. 30. ~Color! Evolution of the potential and the line-averaged density
plasmas with a combined heating of ECR~100 kW!1NBI~800 kW!. ~a! The
waveforms of the central potential and~b! the line-averaged electron den
sity. ~c! The Lissajous lines made of the central potential and the li
averaged electron density. A clear hysteresis is seen; a clear difference
density at which backward and forward transitions happen. Three distinc
branches exist for the combined phase of the ECR1NBI-heating, while the
NBI phase has only one branch.
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n̄e50.631013 cm23, and~C! n̄e50.831013 cm23. After the
ECR-heating ofPECRH;100 kW is turned on, a rapid in
crease in potential and the following back-and-forth tran
tions, seemingly a pulse, are observed in the discharge
the lowest density~case A; the green line!. In the other two
shots ~the red and blue lines!, the potential gradually in-
creases and transitions to upper potential states occur in
time scale of a few dozen microseconds. Then the poten
gradually decreases. In the lowest density discharge~case A!,
the line-averaged density monotonically increases after
launch of ECR-heating, while the other two shots show
increase in the density after an initial decrease.

Bifurcation characteristics can be extracted from Lis
jous traces of the potential and the density for sequen
discharges with different initial densities. Figure 30 sho
five Lissajous traces including the above three cases; the

tial densities of the other discharges aren̄e50.931013 cm23

and n̄e51.031013 cm23. These Lissajous traces fall o
curves to indicate four branches; three branches in the c
bined heating phase of ECR1NBI and one for the NBI-
heating phase. The three branches in the combined hea
phase should correspond to those on the previous bifurca
diagram. Therefore, low, middle and high branches in F
30 are termed here, for convenience, hill, dome and b
respectively. Similar to the previous bifurcation diagra

~Fig. 28!, two critical density values ofn̄e.0.631013 cm23

and n̄e.0.531013 cm23 are identical, where the gradient o
curves is altered. These critical values are different from
values of the previous diagram. This reason should be
cribed to the ion temperature difference owing to the NB
application.

As for the Lissajous traces of case B~the red line!, the
plasma status evolves as a loop of A-B-C-D-E-F during
combination heating phase. There are several transitions
served in a faster time scale than the confinement time sc
Initially after the launch of ECR-heating, the potential i
creases through point F along the hill branch. At point A, t
plasma status becomes unstable, then transition occurs
the hill to the dome branch. Similarly, the transition from t
dome branch to the bell branch occurs at point C. Then
plasma goes back to the dome branch in a confinement
scale, and potential gradually decreases along the line o
dome branch. Finally, back transition from the dome to
hill branch occurs at points E to F@see Fig. 30~a!#. Clear
hysteresis loops, therefore, exist for relationship between
tential and density evolution. Also hysteresis and transit
from the hill to the dome branch~from point H to G! are seen
in the Lissajous trace of case C~the blue line!.

The second example is hydrogen discharges wh
higher ECR-heating power ofPECRH;200 kW is applied to
NBI-sustained plasmas. The ECR-heating is launched w
modulation in every 10 msec for a period of 10 msec. Fig
31 shows the time evolution of the potential and the lin
averaged density. As is similar to the other cases, the e

tron density starts to decrease, fromn̄e5131013 cm23 to
0.531013 cm23, with a simultaneous increase in the pote
tial after the ECR-heating is turned on. Then different beh

-
the
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ior from the previous case appears clearly. The plasma
gins to exhibit potential pulsation with negative pulses at
center above a critical potential or below a critical dens
After the ECR-heating is turned off, the potential decrea
and the electron density starts to recover. At the same t
the electric pulsation terminates.

Lissajous traces are made of these waveforms of the
tential and the line-averaged density. Several Lissaj
traces with different densities of target NBI-heated plas
are shown in the diagram. The envelope along the pla
evolution draws outlines of bifurcation branches. There c
be seen three critical points in this diagram. A steep cha
in the gradient of]f/]ne is observed at the critical densit
of n̄e.0.631013 cm23. After ECR-heating launch, the
plasma evolves directly from the hill to the dome branch
this first bifurcation point, while the previous plasma wi
PECRH;100 kW passes through the first bifurcation point
the hill branch. Below the critical density ofn̄e.0.531013

cm23, the pulsation between dome and hill branches beg
to occur with an increase in its amplitude and a decreas
density. Another steep change in the gradient can be re
nized at the critical density ofn̄e.0.4531013 cm23. This

FIG. 31. ~Color! Evolution of the potential and the line-averaged dens
with the power modulation of ECR-heating on NBI-sustained plasmas.
ECR-heating power of 200 kW repeats turning on and off alternately. P
sation is seen below a critical density.~a! Time evolution of the potential
~bold line! and the density~dashed line!. ~b! The Lissajous lines made of th
potential and the density. Three branches can be identified on the trac
the ECR-heating phase.
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density is considered to be the bifurcation point from t
dome to the bell branch. Below this density, another pul
tion behavior between the bell and the hill branches occ
As is similar to the diagram of Fig. 30, three bifurcatio
branches in the ECR-heating phase could be identified,
though the low density part in the branches becomes unst
so that the pulsation behavior starts. Furthermore, an
crease in the ECR-heating power should alter the path
potential evolution and should cause the pulsation.

C. Probability of realization of potential profile
patterns

The existence of several bifurcation branches or multi
states makes it uncertain which potential profile is actua
realized even if the line-averaged density and the EC
heating power are given with an identical operational con
tion. In the previous subsection, hysteresis of the evolut
of the potential profile is actually observed, and two or thr
states are realized at a density with the same ECR-hea
power. A probabilistic treatment, therefore, is possible
realization of three branches of potential structures of EC
heating plasmas in lower density regime. The probabilis
treatment is, for instance, performed on the data set show
the bifurcation diagram of Fig. 29.

Normalized histograms or probability distribution fun
tions of the radial electric field atr.0.25 andr.0.5 are
made for five density ranges,~A! 0.531013,n̄e,0.631013

cm23, ~B! 0.331013,n̄e,0.531013 cm23, ~C! 0.231013

,n̄e,0.331013 cm23 and ~D! n̄e,0.231013 cm23. The
probability distribution functions are obtained by normali
ing the number of data taking anEr-value by the total num-
ber of ensembles and step widths of the radial electric fi
DEr chosen as 0.5 kV/m.

Figure 32 shows the probability distribution functions
r.0.25 ~open circles! andr.0.5 ~closed circles!. In range
A of the highest density, the functions atr.0.25 andr
.0.5 have clear sharp peaks atEr.0.5 kV/m andEr.1.0
kV/m, respectively. The FWHM of the peaks areDEr

50.37 kV/m andDEr50.33 kV/m atr.0.25 andr.0.5,
respectively. Usually only the hill branch is realized in th
density range. The sharpness of these peaks also indic
that the hill branch is quite stable.

As the density decreases to range B, a small broad p
appears atEr.5.2 kV/m in the distribution function atr
.0.25. The FWHMs of sharp and broad peaks areDEr

50.58 kV/m andDEr51.36 kV/m, respectively. On the
other hand, the distribution function atr.0.5 has a sharp
peak atEr.1 kV/m with its FWHM of DEr50.36 kV/m.
This result indicates, therefore, that the dome branch be
to appear in this density range. However, the broadnes
the dome branch peak indicates that the state should no
so stable, or that the radial electric field atr.0.25Er(0.25)
should have a rather large fluctuation.

Further density decrease makes both sharp peaksr
.0.25 andr.0.5 become diffusive, and form continuou
bands up to more thanEr510 kV/m. In range C, the peak a
r.0.25 aroundEr.1 kV/m is strongly distorted from a
Gaussian-like shape. In the distribution function atr.0.25

e
l-
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in the density range, two peaks are found in the region
Er.3 kV/m. This suggests that two fine structures may ex
for the dome branch in the lower density regime, as w
suggested in flip-flop pattern discharge@see Figs. 10~a! and
14~a!#. On the other hand, the sharp peak atr.0.5 still
keeps a Gaussian-like shape with the FWHM ofDEr50.52
kV/m.

Finally, in range D, of the lowest density, a continuo

FIG. 32. Normalized histograms of the radial electric field values for
data of Fig. 24. The normalized histograms are made for four density ran

~a! 0.531013,n̄e,0.631013 cm23, ~b! 0.331013,n̄e,0.531013 cm23, ~c!

0.231013,n̄e,0.331013 cm23 and ~d! n̄e,0.231013 cm23. The solid
~open! and dashed~closed! lines ~circles! represent the normalized histo
grams atr.0.25 andr.0.5, respectively. The realization probability of th
potential profile with the dome or the bell feature is much lower than tha
the hill shape in the case ofPECRH.100 kW.
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band up toEr;10 kV/m begins to be formed in the prob
ability distribution function atr.0.5. The broadness of th
band indicates that the bell branch is not stable. It was a
ally observed in the experiments that the bell branch ha
shorter life time for this low ECR-heating power of 100 kW
In ranges C or D, both bell and dome branches can be r
ized with a finite probability. Figure 33 shows at th
Er(0.5)-value as a function ofEr(0.25) for the density range
of n̄e,0.531013 cm23. The dense region in the figure i
where the profiles of hill and dome are realized. The scat
ing points, which have a much smaller population, on
upper-right side mean the appearance of the bell profile
simple estimate shows that the realization probabilities
dome and bell are approximately 20% and 5% in the den
range of n̄e,0.531013 cm23 for rather low powerPECRH

.100 kW.

D. Dependence of patterns on ECR-heating power

As the heating power increases, the probability for pl
mas to take higher potential branches~dome or bell! is ex-
pected to increase. Figure 34 shows dependence of the
tential profile patterns on the ECR-heating power
hydrogen plasmas. The potential profiles were obtained
sequential shots. The line-averaged density in the experim
is kept constant ofn̄e.0.431013 cm23. With the ECR-
heating power of 130 kW, the potential profile~squares! just
shows the hill feature. As ECR-heating power increases
to 150 kW ~open circles!, the profile abruptly changes t
acquire the dome feature. The feature is lost again by fur
increase in the ECR-heating power up to 190 kW, then
potential profile shows the bell feature. The profile with t
dome feature is obtained in a certain window of the EC
heating power for a fixed density.

The threshold power for the dome feature has been
pirically estimated asPECRH.150 kW for the line-averaged

e
s,

f

FIG. 33. The radial electric field atr50.25 as a function of the radia

electric field atr50.5 in a density range ofn̄e50.531013 cm23 for the
ECR-heating power of 100 kW.
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density ofn̄e50.431013 cm23. In this operational condition
the probability for realization of the dome feature will ind
cate a sharp peak in the normalized histogram. Then,
separation of peaks between the dome and the hill bran
could become clearer, compared with the case ofPECRH

;100 kW. The probability for the dome branch will becom
higher with an increase in the ECR-heating power until
probability for the bell feature becomes dominant. The c
cepts of the power threshold and the critical density can
exactly defined in a strict sense after the probabilistic bas
formulated.

Some other branches, such as oscillatory steady st
turn to occupy a certain amount of regime on the bifurcat
diagram as the ECR-heating power increases. Pulsating
havior, or a stationary oscillatory state, should be also
pressed in a bifurcation diagram, as well as steady pote
patterns. Under the fixed ECR-heating power ofPECRH

.100 kW, the pulsating behavior in potential is seen in so
discharges in the extremely low density region ofn̄e.0.2
31013 cm23. This case suggests that the threshold for p
sation may bePECRH;100 kW for the density ofn̄e.0.2
31013 cm23. The following estimate of the power thresho
is given in other experiments:PECRH;200 kW for n̄e.0.5
31013 cm23, andPECRH;300 kW for n̄e.0.731013 cm23.
It is preliminarily expected that pulsation threshold should
apparently proportional to the density.

Furthermore, the pulsation characteristics such as
pulsation frequency, the pulse amplitude, and the bifurca
states that the plasmas make transitions to, alter accordin
the line-averaged density and the ECR-heating power.
pulsation patterns presented in the previous section woul
mapped onto a certain regime on the ECR-heating power
the line-averaged density. Dependence of the pulsation
quency and the amplitude on the line-averaged densit

FIG. 34. Dependence of the potential profile on the ECR-heating po
The square, open circles, closed circles and x-marks represent the pot
profiles with ECR-heating power of 130, 150, 170, and 190 kW, resp
tively. The line-averaged density here is fixed atne.0.431013 cm23.
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preliminarily obtained at a fixed heating power. Figure
presents the dependencies obtained in the combined he
phase of NBI1ECR, where ECR-heating power is nearly
its maximum of ;300 kW. There, it is obvious that th
pulsation amplitude becomes smaller and the pulsation
quency becomes higher as the density increases. It is a fu
work to make a complete bifurcation diagram includin
power dependence.

VIII. COMPARISON WITH NEOCLASSICAL
THEORETICAL EXPECTATION

A. Bifurcation characteristics in neoclassical theory

The bifurcation property of the radial electric field i
toroidal helical plasmas has been predicted with neoclass
theories including helical ripple effects. In a neoclassi
frame work, a local balance of radial fluxes of electrons a
ions determines the radial electric field if the bulk plasm
parameters are given, such as density, temperature, their
dients, and amounts of impurities. Equation~3! allows us to
draw a neoclassical bifurcation diagram for a radial posit
as a function of the electron temperature and density.

Figure 36 is an example of aneoclassical bifurcation
diagrammade by use of the Hastings formula.22 The neces-
sary parameters are assumed to be in a plausible range o
CHS experimental values;B50.9 T, Ti(r)50.3 keV, Zeff

52, ] ln ne(r)/]r50 and ] ln Te(r)/]r5] ln Ti(r)/]r521.1.
The ion species is assumed to be hydrogen. The he
ripple and toroidal coefficients~or inverse aspect ratio! are
chosen aseH50.063 andeT50.16, respectively, correspond
ing to r.0.5 of the CHS plasma. The temperature gradie
also correspond to that atr50.5 in a parabolic form.

The bold and thin dashed lines in Fig. 36 represent
contours of the radial electric field forEr50 and the other
values, respectively. The crescent region represents an
where multiple solutions exist inside. Two examples of t
radial electric field along a line crossing the crescent reg
are shown in Figs. 36~b! and 36~c!. Figure 36~b! shows the
radial electric field as a function of the electron density w

r.
tial
-

FIG. 35. Dependence of the pulsation characteristics on the line-aver
electron density.~a! The pulsation frequency observed in the central pote
tial versus the line-averaged density.~b! The pulsation amplitude of the
central potential versus the line-averaged density. Here, the port-thro
NBI- and ECR-heating powers are 700 and 300 kW, respectively.
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a fixed temperature ofTe50.5 keV, while Fig. 36~c! does
that as a function of electron temperature with a fixed den
of ne50.531013 cm23. Both curves show three branches
solutions. An unstable solution~dashed line! exists between
two stable ones~solid lines!. In other words, the unstabl
branch formsa forbidden bandbetween the radial electri
field actually realized. The curves indicate a subcritical
furcation nature. This characteristics allow a hysteresis
radial electric field on the evolution of bulk plasma para
eters, as well as a drastic change of radial electric field
time and space.

B. Transition in neoclassical theory

Transition occurs between two stable solutions if t
plasma satisfies a condition on the crescent boundaries

FIG. 36. A neoclassical bifurcation diagram. The assumptions used in
calculation areTi(r)5300 eV, Zeff52, ] ln ne(r)/]r50 and ] ln Te(r)/]r
5] ln Ti(r)/]r521.1. We chooseeh50.063 ande t50.16, which corre-
sponds tor.0.5 of the CHS hydrogen plasma.~a! Radial electric field as a
function of electron temperature and density. Multiple steady states exi
the hatched region on thene2Te plane ~shaded region!. Contours of the
constant electric field are shown by dashed lines.~b! Bifurcation curve of
the radial electric field as a function of density. A constant electron te
perature is assumed;Te(r)50.5 keV. ~c! Bifurcation curve of the radial
electric field as a function of temperature. A constant density is assum
ne(r)5531012 cm23.
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the bifurcation point, a slight deviation from an equilibriu
radial electric field induces radial current flowing in the d
rection to enhance the change of the radial electric fie
During the transition, the radial electric field evolves obeyi
the following equation:1,7

e'e0

]Er

]t
52 j r~Er !. ~5!

Here,e'5M tor(11c2/vA
2) with M tor.112q2 is the perpen-

dicular dielectric coefficient of plasma, whereq, vA andc are
the safety factor, Alfve´n and light velocities, respectively
The factorM tor is termed the toroidal enhancement facto
The time scale of the transition is determined by the mag
tude of the radial current and dielectric constant.

The neoclassical radial current during a transition is
proximately expressed by a simple form asj r(Er)
;4 j max(Er2EH)(Er2EL)/DEgap

2 , where j max, EH and EL

are the maximum radial current during the transition, and
values of radial electric field of high and low branches,
spectively, andDEgap(5EH2EL) represents the gap of th
radial electric field between two stable branches. Assum
the parabolic form of radial current, the solution can be e
pressed as a simple form of tanh@(t2t0)/tNeo#, with the time
constant oftNeo.e'e0DEgap/2j max. For instance, two quan
tities to estimate the transition time constant,DEgap and
j max, are plotted in Fig. 37 as a function of the electr
density along the boundaries of the crescent regime in
36~a!.

C. Comparison with experimental results

The neoclassical bifurcation property of the radial ele
tric field could be associated with the cause of electric p
sation and formation of transport barrier. In the neoclass
theoretical frame, electric pulsation can be a stationary s
where repetitive transitions take place between two sta
branches in the radial electric field. The internal transp
barrier is formed after the radial electric field inside the co
nection layer bifurcates into a strongly positive branch w
the radial electric field outside remaining in the weakly po
tive branch. The formation of the connection layer and

e

in

-

d;

FIG. 37. ~a! Difference of the radial electric field between two branche
Egap. ~b! The maximum value of neoclassical radial current during tran
tion j max. The values are calculated along the boundaries of the cres
regime in Fig. 36~a!. Here, H and L means the branches ofhigh and low
radial electric fields, respectively.
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4176 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 10, October 2000 Fujisawa et al.
electric pulsation could, therefore, be the manifestation
neoclassical bifurcation nature of radial electric field in spa
and time, respectively. The plasma parameters in these
phenomena are in a range~a crescent regime! possible for
occurrence of the neoclassical bifurcation within the pres
experimental precision.

Detailed comparison can be made between neoclas
and experimental radial electric fields in a few cases of N
plasmas. Almost all parameters are available to predict
radial electric field with the neoclassical theory; there the
temperature profile is known from the CXRS experimen
Figure 38 shows an example of the comparison betw
theory and experiment. The profiles of bulk plasma para
eters, such as ion temperature, electron temperature and
sity, are also shown in Fig. 38~a!. It can be said for this cas
that a good agreement is achieved, although the theore
expectation gives an absolutely lower value than that of
periments. The neoclassical theory also gives a qualita
explanation of the positive electric field observed in t
ECR-heating plasmas where the electron temperature
comes higher than the ion temperature.

Another comparison between experiments and neoc
sical theories can be made in transition time scales. A n
ber of transition time scales are evaluated in electric pu
tion. Figure 39 shows typical waveforms of backward~low

FIG. 38. A comparison between neoclassical and experimentalEr in a NBI-
heated plasma.~a! Profiles of ion, electron temperatures, and electron d
sity. ~b! The experimental profile of the radial electric field, and the rad
electric field predicted by the neoclassical theory using the above pla
parameters.
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to high potential state! and forward~high to low potential
state! transitions near the plasma center from the previo
two cases,~a! a pair of typical transitions in low density
pulsation of Fig. 8, and~b! that in higher density of Fig. 9
The characteristic time constants of transitions can be w
estimated by fitting the tanh@t/t# function to the slope during
transitions. The typical time constants are a few dozen
near 100ms for forward and backward transitions, respe
tively. It is an experimental feature that the forward tran
tion is faster than the backward one.

Figure 40 shows a result of the comparison in transit
time constants~a! for the forward and~b! the backward tran-
sitions. The closed circles represent the averages of the
perimental constants in the plasma core for three value
the line-averaged density. The error bars indicate the s
dard deviation of the ensembles that consist of more tha
dozen transitions. The solid lines represent the neoclass
constants with the following plasma parameters;B50.9 T,
Zeff52, e t50.16, ] ln ne(r)/]r50, ] ln Ti(r)/]r521.1,
Ti(r)50.3 keV, ] ln Te(r)/]r521.1, andeh50.063. In or-
der to consider the uncertainty of the measured parame
the hatched region indicates the range of the time cons
when a parameter varies with others being the same.
ranges of parameter change areTi(r)50.3– 0.4 keV,
] ln Te(r)/]r523 to 21.1, andeh50.063– 0.092.

Both experimental and theoretical time constants h

-
l
a

FIG. 39. Examples of waveforms of the central potential during the tra
tion. ~a! Experimental time scale of the transitions observed in the elec
pulsation in Fig. 8~low density case!. ~b! Experimental time scale of tran
sitions observed in the electric pulsation in Fig. 9~high density case!.
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an agreement in the tendency that the backward transitio
slower than the forward one. The experimental time c
stants are in the range of the theoretical expectation wi
the present precision of the experiments. The transition t
constant is, therefore, expectable with the neoclassical ca
lation for the plasma core region. In other words, the n
classical unbalanced particle flux could be a main contri
tion to the radial current to proceed the transition.

D. Nonlinear relationship between the radial current
and radial electric field

Further detailed comparison between the experiment
the theory is possible in behavior during transition, how
radial current is dependent on the radial electric field. Eq
tion ~5! allows one to deduce the experimental radial curr
during the transition. The temporal resolution of HIBP

FIG. 40. Comparison between the neoclassical and the experimental
constants of the transition at several density values.~a! Time constant for the
forward transition.~b! Time constant for the backward transition. The clos
circles represent the experimental values. The solid line indicates the
retical values when the plasma parameters are assumed to be those of
The other lines are the theoretical values with different assumptions o
plasma parameters as follows.~I! Ti(r)50.3 keV, ] ln Te(r)/]r521.1, eh

50.063. ~II ! Ti(r)50.4 keV, ] ln Te(r)/]r521.1, eh50.063. ~III ! Ti(r)
50.3 keV, ] ln Te(r)/]r523, eh50.063. ~IV ! Ti(r)50.3 keV,
] ln Te(r)/]r521.9, eh50.092. ~V! Ti(r)50.4 keV, ] ln Te(r)/]r521.9,
eh50.092. The case~I! has the same parameters as those of Fig. 36. In c
~IV ! and ~V!, the helical ripple coefficient corresponds to the value ofr
50.6, and the electron temperature gradient is also the value of a para
profile atr.0.6.
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sufficient to evaluate the time derivative of the radial elect
field. Using a wavelet analysis on the estimated average e
tric field, the radial current during the transition is evaluat
for the case of Fig. 7. Figure 41~a! shows the radial current
where the perpendicular dielectric constant ise'.2.73104

for q.3 and the Alfvén velocity vA.83106 m/sec, which
corresponds to the electron densityn̄e50.331013 cm23. In
the estimate, the averaged field given byĒr52@f(0.3a)
2f(0)#/0.3a is used instead of the local radial electric fiel

The maximum currents are 4.563.0 A/m2 and 23.6
62.4 A/m2 for the forward (t554.6 msec! and backward
(t556.0 msec! transitions, respectively. The error bars in t

e

o-
. 5.
e
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FIG. 41. ~a! The experimental radial current to induce the radial elect
field change. The solid and the dashed lines show the radial current an
radial electric field, respectively.~b! The experimental radial currentj r as a
function of the radial electric fieldEr . The open circles are plotted in ever
64 msec.~c! Neoclassical relationship between the radial electric field a
the radial current at bifurcation points. In this calculation, the plausi
plasma parameters are assumed for the experimental condition for the a
transitions to occur.
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electric field and radial currents come from the uncertainty
the potential change atr50.3. Figure 41~b! plots the radial
current as a function of the radial electric field~E-J curve!
using the wavelet analysis. The dashed line represents
E-J curve obtained using the tanh-fitting to the change
radial electric field. The difference between two cases rep
sents the uncertainty due to the evaluation method. Th
curves demonstrate the nonlinear dependence of the r
current on the radial electric field to make the transitio
occur.

Figure 41~c! indicates two examples of the neoclassic
radial current during the transitions as a function of the rad
electric field.21,22,40 In this calculation, plausible paramete
of the CHS plasma are chosen to satisfy bifurcation con
tions. The profiles of ion temperature and electron densit
calculation are assumed to be all parabolic, with the cen
values being 0.35 keV and 0.531013 cm23. The central elec-
tron temperatures are assumed to be 0.63 and 0.8 keV
cases~I! and~II !. The neoclassical radial current;5 A/m2 is
within the range of the experimental value. The topology
the E-J curve is identical to the experimental one. The n
classical theory can, therefore, give an essential descrip
to the transition or bifurcation property of toroidal helic
plasmas.

IX. DISCUSSION

A. Effect of high energy particles on pattern
formation in potential

High energy particles may play a role in the formation
potential and oscillatory stationary states. Loss cone loss
ticles produce electric current to contribute to the format
of potential. The equation giving solutions of the radial ele
tric field needs correction due to the loss cone loss curren
the following form, G i

Neo(Er)1G i
LC(Er)5Ge

Neo(Er)
1Ge

LC(Er), whereG i
LC and Ge

LC represent ion and electro
loss cone currents, respectively. The previous theore
work shows that the ion loss cone current does not make
significant difference in the radial electric field in the CH
case.40 On the other hand, it was experimentally observ
that a transition was forced to occur when ECR-heating
140 kW was applied at the plasma periphery.24 The result
was explained by electron loss cone current enhanced by
ECR-heating.

A number of results from plasmas associated with
axis resonance ECR-heating have been presented in th
ticle. It is worthwhile, therefore, discussing the electron lo
cone and its effect on the formation of potential. A peculi
ity to be mentioned for toroidal helical plasmas is that lo
cone structure is tightly associated with the potential str
ture. An analytical formula can be used to evaluate loss c
boundaries for electrons and ions.38 Figure 42 illustrates two
cases of loss cone structure for deeply trapped electron
the plasmas whose central potentials are 1.0 and20.3 kV,
with its profile assumed to be parabolic. Values ofeT(a)
50.16 andeH(a)50.255 have been assumed for the CH
configuration.

In the case of positive potential@f(0)51.0 kV#, the loss
cone covers almost all over the plasmas, while the loss c
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is limited to the plasma periphery on the outside of the to
in the case of negative potential@f(0)520.3 kV#. There-
fore, electron loss cone current is not so much induced, e
with on-axis ECR-heating, if the plasmas have a nega
potential. In positive potential, however, the ECR-heati
increases perpendicular velocity of electrons, then acce
ated electrons on-axis enter into the loss cone, and ca
lost from the plasma. Therefore, the perpendicular veloc
can be limited by the existence of the loss cone.

The collisionality is another important element fo
evaluation of loss cone current. The loss cone is effectiv
a particle can complete its orbit without collision. This co
dition is satisfied around the plasma center when the elec
energy becomes a few dozen keV in the case for the C
plasma withB50.9 T and n̄e50.531013 cm23. The loss
cone region in the CHS exists in a wide regime below
critical energy, and the precise evaluation of electron l
cone current is not an easy task. Quantitative estimation
the contribution of high energy electrons on potential form
tion should be made experimentally after all necess
plasma parameters are measured with sufficient precisio

The experiment of the ECR-heating modulation give
however, some information about the roles of the high
ergy electrons on potential formation. In the Lissajous of F
31~b!, the potential decreases rapidly without a significa
change of the line-averaged density after the ECR-heatin
turned off. In other words, the potential changes while
bulk parameters are not changed. This rapid decrease sh
therefore, be associated with a loss of high energy electr
produced by the ECR-heating. The collisional relaxati
time of high energy electron of;2 keV is roughly estimated
less than 200msec whenne50.531013 cm23. Therefore, it
is considered that the loss of high energy electrons can m

FIG. 42. An illustration of loss cones for deeply trapped electrons for
cases off(0)51.0, 20.3 kV. Here, the potential profile is assumed to
parabolic. When the potential is negative, the loss cone is limited to
plasma periphery on the outside of the torus. On the other hand, the
cone prevails over the whole plasma from the inside to the outside.
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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the absolute value of potential more positive by adding
extra electron fluxGe

LC(Er).
On the other hand, the effect of high energy electron

not essential for the electric pulsation. After the ECR-heat
is turned off, a pair of transitions have often been observ
e.g., Fig. 31~a!, although its amplitude is smaller than that
the phase of ECR-heating. This means that the pulsation
havior can occur after the high energy electrons are l
Therefore, it is also concluded that the the existence of h
energy electrons should just modify the bifurcation prope
and the neoclassical bifurcation can be essential for the
nomenon.

B. Electric pulsation as a limit cycle oscillation

Various oscillatory stationary states have been found
toroidal plasmas before the discovery of electric pulsat
presented here. In tokamak plasmas, the ELMs~edge-
localized modes!57,58 have been representative of the we
known sawtooth oscillation.59 The ELM-like behavior has
been found in the periphery of the Wendelstein-7AS.60 In
ECR-heating plasmas of the Wendelstein-7AS, a flip-flop
havior is recently seen in the core electron temperat
Similar to the CHS pulsation, the phenomenon is regarde
the repetitive transitions from positive branch~electron root!
to negative branch~ion root! in the radial electric field.61

Electric pulsation in the CHS plasmas presents various t
poral patterns as the edge localized modes~ELMs!57,58 are
classified to various patterns, type I, type II, type III a
dithering.

Several ELMs are observed with magnetohydrodyna
MHD activities; type I and type III ELMs are associated wi
ideal ballooning modes and resistive modes, respectivel
is a natural question if the potential crash in the elec
pulsations may be associated with some MHD activiti
During the stationary state in the electric pulsation in Fig.
however, our Rougowski coil measurement indicates that
net toroidal current is less than 0.5 kA. This current is
cribed to the combination of the beam driven and the bo
strap contributions. This current may cause a slight chang
the safety factor ofdq(r )/q;0.2%. Therefore, the curren
driven mode is probable not to occur. In the plasma wit
small b value of less than 0.2%, pressure instabilities
neither probable.

The magnetic fluctuation level in Mirnov coils is orde
of 1024, and we can see no coherent activity with pulsati
The magnetic field fluctuation is measured with a picked
coil with temporal resolution up to 250 kHz. No significa
change is seen in the magnetic field fluctuation before
after the transitions, except a change caused by a Shafr
shift due to the loss of plasma internal energy. The HI
also has a capability to sense a change in the magnetic
from the beam movement. So far we have never seen
significant change in the HIBP signals. Therefore, no MH
instability with frequency lower than 250 kHz is associat
with the potential crashes within the present experime
status, although it may be possible that MHD modes with
higher frequency may play a role, for example, as a trigge
induce the transition.
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A model is proposed to treat the dithering ELMs as
phenomenon that has a purely electrostatic origin. There,
dithering ELMs can be recognized as a limit cycle oscillati
between L- and H-modes, and can be expressed as a sol
of the time-dependent Ginzburg–Landau equation.62 Actu-
ally, this model was found to describe the dithering ELMs
the ASDEX tokamak successfully.63 It has been shown in the
toroidal helical plasma that the change in potential struct
affects both neoclassical and fluctuation driven transpor
is possible, therefore, that the electric pulsation is regar
as a limit cycle oscillation as is similar to this model for th
dithering ELMs.

In such a treatment, the radial electric field in the fli
flop pattern is considered to go around the circuit surroun
by the pointsEH8 2EL82EL2EH in the bifurcation curve of
Fig. 36~b!. If the plasma parameters at a radius are on
bifurcation pointEH8 in Fig. 36~b!, the transition spontane
ously occurs in a faster time scale than a confinement t
scale. Then the particle fluxes may change, and the pla
density should decrease fromEL8 to the other boundaryEL in
the confinement time scale. As soon as the plasma rea
the bifurcation point, the transition happens to the other po
EH .

According to this scenario, the following characteristi
can be expected for electric pulsation. In the bifurcation d
gram in Fig. 36~a! the electric field is uniquely defined abov
ne;1.531013 cm23. No bifurcation phenomenon, hence,
expected above the critical density. This feature should
associated with the experimental observation that the pu
tion disappears above a critical density. The pulsation
quency should be determined by the slow phases ofEH

2EH8 or EL82EL . In higher density region in Fig. 36, th
width of the crescent regime becomes narrower. Therefor
takes a shorter time for the plasma to reach the next bifu
tion point. Thus, the repetition frequency becomes highe
the density increases. This expectation is consistent with
experimental observation. Further investigation of dep
dence of pulsation characteristics on plasma parameters
give an insight of the bifurcation property of the toroid
helical plasmas.

This is the simplest model to regard the pulsation a
limit cycle oscillation based on the neoclassical bifurcati
curve. The actual change in plasma parameters, howe
will be more complicated during pulsation. The other plas
parameters such as temperature and its gradient also
with being synchronized with potential pulsation. Som
other bifurcation curves can be drawn as a function of
other parameters such as electron temperature. The fu
measurements are crucial to contract the essential pla
parameters to describe the electric pulsation in an approp
phase space.

C. Bifurcation and transport barrier

In tokamak plasmas, many improved confinement mo
have been found to be associated with bifurcation of
radial electric field or poloidal rotation. These two quantiti
are linked with each other in the following expression;Er

5vfBu2vuBf1(1/Zen)]P/]r . As for the edge transpor
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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barrier in tokamaks, a number of mechanisms have been
posed to result in bifurcation of the radial electric field; b
ance between anomalous ambiploar flux and high energy
orbit loss,5 Stringer spin-up instability,64 anomalous viscous
stress,65 neoclassical poloidal damping,6 and Reynolds stres
dynamo.66 Similar bifurcation mechanisms are proposed
the formation of the internal transport barrier.67,68The recent
experimental results of the internal transport barrier69,70 also
support that the formation mechanism of the internal tra
port barrier should be ascribed to the bifurcation of the rad
electric field, as is the case of the edge transport barrier8,9

In the CHS experiments, the thermal transport barrier
electrons is formed around the core when a rather str
ECR-heating is applied with on-axis resonance. In the str
ger ECR-heating plasmas of the Wendelstein-7AS, a c
trally peaked profile of electron temperature is observed,
its large electron temperature gradient at a core radius
gests the transport barrier.71 In contrast to tokamaks, the b
furcation mechanism of the improved confinement regime
the toroidal helical plasmas is simply ascribed to the neoc
sical property of the radial electric field. This formation sc
nario was theoretically expected before its confirmation72

The existence of a forbidden band for the radial electric fi
in the neoclassical theory allows adiscontinuouschange and
causes strongEr-shear when the plasma parameters satis
certain condition for bifurcation. In the potential profile wit
the dome feature, it is considered that the radial electric fi
inside of r;0.3 is bifurcated into the strongly positiv
branch, with the radial electric field outside remaining in t
lower negative branch.

The fluctuation reduction at both core and edge trans
barriers is observed in several tokamak experiments. In
enhanced reversed shear~ERS! modes in the Tokamak Fu
sion Test Reactor~TFTR!, the reflectometry shows suppre
sion of fluctuation around the barrier location.73 As for the
edge transport barrier formation, the fluctuation suppress
is also confirmed in the DIII-D tokamak using a lithium
beam probe.74 It is considered that these suppressions
fluctuation can be realized when theE3B-shearing rate is
beyond the maximum growth rategmax of concerned insta-
bilities, such as trapped electron modes, ion temperature
dient modes and so on. The empirical rule is expresse
vE3B.gmax, where vE3B5(RBu /B)(]/]r )(Er /RBu) is
the E3B-shearing rate.75 In bias-electrode experiments o
the TEXTOR-94, it is observed that the diffusion coefficie
is reduced as the applied voltage is increased to enhanc
Er-shear. There the reduction in the diffusion coefficient
observed at theEr-shear maximum position, and the redu
tion rate is obtained as a function of the value ofEr-shear.
Furthermore, accidental ringings of voltages give inform
tion of causality between the radial electric field and confi
ment. The change of the radial electric field was ahead of
density in its phase of the changes.

In common with the tokamak cases, the density fluct
tion is reduced at the internal transport barrier in the C
case. In the CHS case, it is confirmed that the fluctua
reduction occurs at the maximum position of the sponta
ously generatedEr-shear with the precision of a centimete
Therefore, theEr-shear should play a role in reduction of th
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fluctuation driven fluxes. It should be also noted here tha
toroidal helical plasmas the absolute value ofEr , as well as
the Er-shear, is important for transport, particularly in th
collisionless regime. The strongly positiveEr should have a
better neoclassical transport property than the slightly p
tive Er .21,22 Hence, the transition ofEr to the strongly posi-
tive branch may potentially contribute to the formation of t
internal transport barrier in toroidal helical plasmas throu
the improvement in the neoclassical collisional transport.

In the radial electric field of the CHS plasmas, at seve
radial points it appears to be easy for bifurcation to occ
The transport barrier in the reversed shear discharge
formed at or near the location ofqmin (.2). The edge trans-
port barrier in the H-mode is located near the separat
Recent experiments in the ECR-discharges of the Rijnhui
Tokamak Project~RTP! have also shown a discrete chan
in the electron temperature profiles together with its cen
value,76,77 according to the radius of the electron cyclotro
resonance. They conclude that this phenomenon is cause
the idea that the rational magnetic surfaces, particularly
q51 surface, should work as the thermal transport bar
for electron.76 In the magnetic configuration of the CHS, th
safety factor monotonically decreases toward the periph
and the rational values areq(0.27)53/1, q(0.46)55/2 and
q(0.63)52/1. The strongest barrier ofq51 in the RTP case
is out of the plasma boundary in the CHS configuratio
Although the rational surfaces ofq(0.27)53 and q(0.63)
52 are located near the first and second bifurcation ra
respectively, a link of the connection layer position to t
magnetic rational surface is to be investigated.

Finally, the other interesting aspect of barrier physics
the dynamics of transport barrier. Models to describe
propagation of the barrier front have been proposed for e
and internal transport barrier formation.78,79In CHS, the evo-
lution of the potential profile has been deduced for the el
tric pulsation. As is shown in Fig. 18, thebarrier front or
Er-shear maximum point propagates outward during the
covery phase of potential. Another example is in the obs
vation introduced as the flip-flop pattern in Figs. 10~a! and
11, which suggests abrupt movement of the barrier fro
These phenomena of barrier propagation in CHS may
regarded as an ambipolaron, which was predicted as a
tary wave in non-axisymmentrical toroidal plasmas.80 Fur-
ther detailed observation of spatio-temporal behavior of
barrier and the comparison with these theories are emer
as important future work in CHS.

D. Structural formation in toroidal plasmas

Plasma is an open system with a strong nonlinearity t
is sustained by continuous supplies of particles and ene
A number of bifurcation patterns have been presented c
cerning the CHS plasmas. In order to understand the for
tion mechanism of the bifurcation patterns, it is essentia
investigate the elemental relationship between the bifur
tion property~of the radial electric field! and thermal vari-
ables from a microscopic standpoint. It is also inevitab
however, to deduce the structural formation mechanism fr
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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a macroscopic standpoint. Here, a brief discussion is mad
the problem of how the plasma structure is determined.

Macroscopic approaches to treat the problem have b
already made for toroidal plasmas that can show their o
characteristic structures. For example, the reversed
pinch ~RFP! plasma shows a self-organized magnetic fi
structure. The magnetic configuration is well described b
concept of aTaylor statethat is defined as a minimum mag
netic energy state under a constraint of constant magn
helicity.81 Another example is a concept ofprofile consis-
tency, which was proposed for only ohmic discharges of
kamaks without auxiliary heating.82 The profile in ohmically
heated tokamaks commonly shows a resilience to a cha
teristic thermal structure determined only by internal toroi
current, or safety factor profile. It can be said that the ther
structure is linked with the magnetic field structure throu
the toroidal current profile.

The principle of the profile consistency is not, howev
valid for the tokamak plasmas with auxiliary energy and p
ticle supplies~e.g., NBI, ECRH and pellet injection!. In such
conditions, other patterns appear and happen to result in
eral promising structures accompanying internal and e
transport barriers. There, an electrostatic structure cause
application of the auxiliary heating should turn to be a k
physical quantity to determine the thermal structure. T
structure of toroidal plasmas, therefore, should be depen
on forms of energy and particle supplies.

On the other hand, the magnetic structure of the toro
helical plasma is completely generated by external coil c
rents. Thus, only the internal electrostatic structure may
main free to play an important role on its structural form
tion. The present experimental results have shown that
electrostatic structure~or patterns in potential profile! are
nonlinearly linked with the thermal structure by affecting t
transport. The plasma structure exhibits a wide variety
patterns according to the scenario of heating and its am
of the power. This situation is analogous to dissipative str
tures such as the BZ-reaction where the bifurcation statu
identified by amounts of flux of chemical elements.

In this sense, it is essential to express the occurrenc
the patterns on a plasma parameter plane, or to make
furcation diagram. In the ASDEX tokamaks, the occurren
of L-modes, H-modes and several kinds of ELMs a
mapped on a plane of edge electron temperature and
electron density.83 It is reasonable to express a local pheno
enon as H-modes and ELMs by local variables. The bifur
tion patterns in CHS, however, cannot be regarded as a
nomenon occurring at a certain local position. It may
appropriate for the CHS case that the appearance of the
furcation branches should be expressed by global variab
such as amounts of particles and energy fluxes. In the E
heating plasmas of CHS, the patterns of electrostatic st
ture were preliminarily expressed on af2ne-plane with a
fixed ECR-heating power~e.g., PECRH5100 kW!, although
the density should be used instead of the particle flux wh
is difficult to monitor. It is important future work to exten
the diagram for a wide range of ECR-heating power.

A number of other future works remain, common for a
toroidal systems, to clarify their mechanism of structural f
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mation. The examples for the CHS experiments are as
lows: ~1! to clarify the relation between local thermal, turb
lence and electrostatic structures,~2! to examine a linkage
between the magnetic structure and the electrostatic struc
~e.g., the location of a connection layer!, and~3! to investi-
gate conditions for electric pulsation to occur and its dep
dence on plasma parameters. These studies may help to
derstand the bifurcation property and mechanism of
toroidal helical plasmas. Finally, we could find a perspect
or a method to systematically describe the bifurcation sta
of our plasmas.

X. CONCLUSION

Electrostatic structure and its temporal behavior ha
been described in the toroidal helical plasmas of a CHS
vice. A number of newly observed phenomena have b
presented: potential profiles with a connection layer wh
two branches of radial electric field converge, and the d
covery of an oscillatory stationary state termed electric p
sation.

The potential profiles have three principal bifurcat
branches in low density plasmas related with ECR-heat
bell, dome and hill branches. Several patterns of electric p
sation have been observed that are interpreted as transi
between these branches. Lissajous and histogram to exp
these phenomena are useful to extract main bifurca
branches and their fine structures.

Some of the electrostatic patterns have special imp
tance for fusion application owing to their linkage with th
internal thermal transport barrier. An internal transport b
rier is actually confirmed in the plasma with the dome fe
ture. There, a large gradient in electron temperature is
served around the core at the location of the connection la
of r.0.25. TheEr-shear plays an important role on th
barrier formation by reducing turbulence, as is similar to t
barrier formation of tokamaks. The results demonstrat
close link between electrostatic and thermal structures of
roidal helical plasmas.

Rough comparison between neoclassical theory and
periments shows that the observed bifurcation phenomen
essentially ascribed to the neoclassical bifurcation prope
The transition time scales in theory and experiment hav
good agreement within the present precision, although so
other effects, such as loss cone loss of high energy partic
may be taken into account for more advanced observatio
future. More accurate measurements are necessary for fu
quantitative comparison.

A preliminary experimental diagram is presented in o
der to describe the appearance of bifurcation patterns. Id
tification of the region for the formation of the internal tran
port barrier is the important problem for the fusio
application. The diagram is also quite helpful for a syste
atic understanding of the bifurcation property of the toroid
helical plasma. To make a more complete bifurcation d
gram involving power dependence will be an important
ture work.

The experimental observation of CHS plasmas give
clear demonstration that toroidal plasmas are matter cap
 license or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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of showing bifurcations. The bifurcation property with
close coupling between electrostatic and thermal struc
makes the plasma physics quite interesting for a broader
dience. Then, the bifurcation in toroidal plasma can be
leading issue for the nonlinear physics and structural form
tion in non-thermoequilibrium in modern physics. Furthe
more, the pattern formation in plasma can provide an in
scientific problem as a complex system.
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